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SUMMARY

The first year of a three year exemplary project in Career
Education, funded under part D of public law 90-576, was
conducted by the Admiral Peary AVTS, Ebensburg,
Pennsylvania, during the periad 1 .3141y-1973 to 30 June-1974.

Project objectives are classified as either process Cr
product,

.166/Process jectives

To develop a "reality bound" program of Career
Awareness for students in the elementary-NiFiTjs
that will expose the students to many of the actual
materials and equipment utilized in the world.of
work in general.
To develop a "reality bound" Career Exploration
program for the junior high sZTOTior middle school
students with actual "hands-on" experience in the
exploratory sense. in the various occupational
clusters, and to make available to students
sufficient information and experiences to allow
them to chose a general direction in which they
wish to pursue an occupation.
To develop Career Preparation_ programs in grades
10 thru 14, that both home school and
vo-tech curricula to provide job preparation for
a variety of occupational areas commensurate/with
the student's interest and ability.
To implement a placement procedure program whereby
the AVTS and the school digtrict will cooperate
with the Bureau of Amployment Security, other
governmental agenqies, business and industrial'
leaders, and educational leaders in the community
to attack the long and'short range problems of
employment for those seeking it. Work experience
and cooperative work study programs will be an
integral part of the program. PlaceMent in post
secondary programs arti higher educatift will also
be included in the th,is program.
TO develop a total educational continuum K-14,
which offers the opportunities, information, and
experiences to students in all grade leirels so
that they may be made more aware of the various
occupations(, relationships between occupations, and
the important role, that chosen careers will play
in their personal, social and economic liveS;
and to provide all students with sufficient
information commensurate with their level and

1



ability for developing and practicing decision
making skills about their lives.

Product Objectives

The students in grades 1 through 9 will demonstrate:
(a) Significant improvement in 'knowledge of the

orld of work including:
'Tools/occupation elationships
Tools/function relationships
Correction of common misconceptions
Occupational characteristics and
requirements.

,(b) Significant improvement in the roleof person
al choice in occupational planning..

(c)/-Significant improvement in perception of work
,/ and satisfaction derived from work.

Ad) Significant improvement in attitude toward
school.

(e) Significant increase in knowledge of ocupa-
tional alternatives.

(f) Significant increase in knowledge of programs
offered by the AVTS and the high school.

(' Significant improvement in the preception of
the climate of the AVTS including:

Instructors ,

Curriculum
Students
Facilities.

Sign icant improvement in the basic skin),
ihcluding, but not limited to:

. Reading ability
Mathematics ability:

Students in grades 10 -12 will demonstrate:
(a) Significant improvement in perception of 'work

and satisfaction derived from school related
activities:

(b SignifAcant Improvement in the perception of
the role individual coice plays in occupa-
tional planning.

(c) Significant improvement, in- ..{perception. of
school climate including:

. Instructors.
Curriculum
Students

. Facilities.
(d) Favorable attitude toward and use of the-

counseling services-,, placement services and
work experience opportunities provided them.

Teachers of students in the sending_pchools will
demonstrate:

(h)
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(a) Significant increase in knowle4ge Of programs
and facilities offered by. the AVTS andsthe
high school. .

(b) Significant improvement in perception of the.
climate of the AVTS, including teachers,
students, curriculum and facilities.

(c) Significant improvement in attitude toward
skilled trades and crafts.

Procedures at the elementary and middle school grades (1-5and 6-8) were similar in nature-and centered around groupparticipation in Career Education related activities, ThreeLmajor student activities were:
. Field trips to various career areas at the Admiral.Peary Area. Vocational-Technical School (AVTS),
. Field trips into the community, and
. Classroom visits by resource peson from the community.

Elementary students attended field, trips as intact class-
rooms whereas middle school students'were selected alpha-betically for field trip activities.

Teacher oriented activities, included a 4 Clay Career*Educationworkshop and development and/or implementation of Career
Education curriculum units during the School year.

Procedures the secondary level (grades 9-12) involved a
more individualized approadh with a ileavy cSrebr guidance
component. Nihth grade students were proyided tie oppor-tunity to spend five half days during a school week "working"with a highly"skilled person at a career exploration Site.-This experience was to occur either 'at the AVTS or in the
community, including the schools in the district.

The strategy to be-utilized in grades,10-12 was to accom-'modate the organizational structure of the high school
according to subject area departments and to work with smallgroups of students interested in and volunteering for a
specific Career Education activity. As is the casd with
most other Career Education projects throughout the country,activities At the secondary level did not progress as far
or as rapidly as at the elementary and middle school levels.

Procedures for e guidance and counseling component ofproject goals, overlapped each of the aforementioned threecomponents in that Career Guidance and Couns ling is con-sidered to be a curriculum oriented activii hat ties
together a continuum of educatiohal expetienc s in gradeK through 14.

A fifth area of major activity was a program to develop'reliabld%nd valid test instruments to help fill the voidthat exists for many Career. Education product objectives.

3



ACcomplishments a t the elementary and middle schools were
essentially the same and included the following activities:

. Development and dissemination_Of a list of Career
_Education Objectives' arid Guidelines,

. Development and dissemination of Learning Activities
Packets for infusion into regular classroom
curriculum,

. Development and implementation of procedures for
field trips to the area.voCational-technical school,

. Development and implementation of procedures for ut-
ilizing resource people in and from the community,

. Establishment of Career Resource Centers (CRC's) in
the schools, and

. Preparatioh of classroom teachers through workshop
and in- service activities.

Accomplishments at the secondary level were more individ-
ualized than those atthe lower grade levels and included
the following:

. The ninth grade Career Experience Program was well
received and highly rated by students and instructors,

. A Career.Militia Day.was conducted in cooperation
with the USAR to provide students with the opportunity
to explore career possibilities in the Military,
with particular emphasis on the vast number of civil-
ian related jobs available in the military, and .

. A Career Education Symposium was conducted-in cooper-
ation with the Department of Industrial Relations',
St. Francis College, Loi.etto, Pa.. The theme,
"Career Education and IheNorld of Work," focused on
secondary and post secondary career education.

Students outcomes, as measured by the f lowing instruments:
. Zaementary Career Awareness.Questio sire (ECAQ),

a locally developed test for grades
. Career Maturity Inventory (CMI), a star dized test

used in grades 6-12, and
. Career Decision Questionnaire (CDQ), a locally

developed test for grades 9-12,
indicate that for the first year of the project, students
not participating in Career gducation activities did better1
in general, than those students participating. In general,
all students improved from pre to post test and/or were
above national averag& whether'or not they were part-
icipating in Career Education activities.

Based on data collected and observations made during the
first year of the project, it can be concluded _that the
three process objectives for "reality bound" programs at
the elementary, middle school, and to a lesser extent at
the high school, have been met. It is too early in the
three year project to make definitive statements as to



student outcomes particularly in view- of the state of the
art for testing Career Edutation product objectives. In
general, those students outcomes that wete related to first
year project activities have been partially or completely
met.

Accomplishments in the Career Guidance and Counseling com-
ponent include the following:

,

. Development and implementation at the elementary_
grades of supplemental classroom visits about, the
worth of the individual person,

. Development and implementation at the middle school
level of affective units dealing with interest,
ability, and choice in relationship to the career
decision process,

. Development and implementation of the 9th grade
Ca'reer Experience Program,

. Review and selection of materials for Career Resource
Centers, and

. Assistance in the testing program.

As part of the planned testing program, the following have
seen accomplished:

. Approximately 1600 students in grades 1-5 and 9-12
have been tested as part of the development -of two
locally prepared test instruments,

. Approximately 105 teachers at call grade levels have
been tested wi a locally developed test,

. Approximately 51 parents and 75 businessmen have been
tested with a 'tally developed test,

. Approximately 05 teachers at all grade levels have
been test- th a nationally standardized test,

. Approximately 280 students in grades 6-12 have been
tested with 4 nationally standardized test, and

. The data from the above testing program have been
analyzed and the results documented.

The testing instrument development program has been drasti-
cally scaled down because of a 46% cut in funding for the
second and third years of the project.

The following recommendations are made, as a result of
first year project results:

. Curriculum development with a shift in emphasis to
Career Education concepts should be systematically
continued with small manageable groups of teachers in
the form of workshops or released time meetings,

. The appropriate resources should be provided and/or
made available to enhances -the infusion of Career
Education curriculum units into classroom instruction.
These resources include CRC's and other learning
stations within the school, as well as those available
in or from the community,

5
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. Whenever out of classroom activities are utilized,
they should be warranted by curriculum content, be
well planned, and include both preparation and follow
up activities,

.School districts considering the implementation of
Career Education should employ the appropriate
guidance and counseling personnel, -

. Elementary and middle school counselors are necessary
to work with faculty and admiriistration in developing
the affedtive component of Career Education for the
classroom,

. Career Education staff and school district personnel
should continue to work in close cooperation,

. Because the Career Education concept is dealing with
a long range problem, any Career Education program
should maintain continuity from year to year for
a minimum of' 3 to 5 years in order for measurable
effects to occur,

. A more systematic approach to student participatiad
in Career Education activities should. be planned for
the second year of the project,_

. The Career Experience Program for 9th grade should
be expanded to serve all school districts supporting"
the AVTS,

. A dommunity componentof the 9th grade Career Exper-
ience Program should be instituted,

. The Career Experience Program for 9th grade should
become operational and project staff participation
should be minimized,.

. Project staff should spend more time with secondary
teachers in developing Career Education curriculum
approaches during the second year of the project,

. A systematic set of plans and procedures should be
developed for incorporating Career Education into
post secondary education,

. Parents and other community persons and organiZ'ations
should become more involved in Career Education, and

. Additional test instrument development is necessary
for Career Education product objectives.

k>



CHAPTERI

PROBLEM AREA TOWARD WHICH PROJECT-WAS DIRECTED

A. Introduction

A comparison of the 1960 and 197 0 U.S. Census,figures
indicates that among the larger counties in the nation,
Cambria County, Pennsylvania was ranked third largest in
terms of negative growth. with a negative 8% rate. The'net" out migration, accorliing t,o a population studyby the Cambria qunty Planning Commission,(1) for the
county is 14.1%. With the exception of Clearfield
County, Cambria County ,exceeds its surrounding counties
and the State (4.0%) in net migration. The 14.1% figure
for the county as a whole masks a more critical problem
area in that, when census figures are inspected in the
categories male and"female for the 18 to 24 and 25 to34 year age groups, the out migration ranges from 32%
to 43%. Ih other words, approximately oug out of every
3 people immediately beyond high school age are, appar-
ently, not only leaving high school but are also leaving
the county. Undoubtedly, many of those people leaving
the county are members of the labor force frustrated in
tJieir attempts to secure employment; either because they
are not prepared or trained for the jobs available or

i

because jobs are not available. One re msOn why jobs may
not be available is because' a skilled 1 bor force is
lacking in the region, thereby giving b siness arkd
industry no incentive ..for locating in the area. Thelack of a skilled labor force 'is a significant contri-
buting factor in the depressed economy of Appalachia of
which Cambria County is a part. 0

Taking into 'ccount the fact that occupational mobility
declines as the age of one seeking employment increases,
the above figures foF young migrants can be explained in
part. The fact thaC,one person looks harder'for employ-.
ment than another person does not necessarily mean
that he or she will find a job, for the numb of jobs
does not correspond to the demand for them.( It may )
be inferred, from inspecEionvof :the above out migra-
tion figures, that the youth of Cambria County are
seeking employment outside of the county.

The unemployment rate for the Johnstown Labor Market
Area (of which the Admiral Peary AVTS swing school
districts area part) in 1971 was 6.9%.li,' This figure,

*
Growth Rate = Migration Rate plus Natural Increase

(birth - death.

7
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'combined 'with the fact that 't4e present net out migra-
tion rate for Cambria.' County is, 14.1%, reflects even
larger Problems regarding emplment.- It can be ass ed
that in the absence of this out migration, the unemploy-

-'ment percentage would b7econsiderably-higher. For,
as was stated previously, a'majority-of people are
leaving either due to the unavailablity of employment
or' due ""to: a lasck of raining for the' jobs available.

. Another factor which should be considered is that there
is_an amount of disguised unemployment, that is, thos'
at work part time, but with the desire for full time
employment. A month average pf unemployed and under-
utilized-,accounted fOr\18,652.0) With the exceptiOn

Af.the city of JohnstoWn, which is a metropolitan area,
.the rest of'Cambria County for the most part,is rural
Appalachia." A 1972 study sppnsored by the Adtirals
Peary AVTS, and conducted by the- Industrial-'Relations
Department of St. Francis College, Loretto, Pa., has
shown that the job needs; current and projected, rn
the Cambria County erpa were not being met by.output of
the school systems,l3)

.Pennsylvania has increased its population by 4.21 from
1960 to 1970. All adjacent states have had greater
incteases except West Virginia, ,which had a decrease
Of 6.2%. For, this -time period, this decrease can be
attributedin part to the decline,of the coal mining
industry.". This problem is' also central to the Cambria
County situation. The percentage change in enployment
frad 1960 to.1970 in the area of mining was a negative
20.4%. With the recent,energy crisis and re-emergence
of coal as a- significant energy soutce, a great-upsurge
in mining and related support industries is projected
to continue on into the 1980's. As elsewhere in our.
largely technological society, the size of this: increase
will be Constrained somewhat because.of the increase
in new devices which-increase productiNI.tyiand decrease
the need for laborerw* Future needs will be for men
trained in running the new continuous mining machinery
systems and the supervisors of these operations. Other

,projected negative changes in employment are negative
11.1% Public Uti/tties, negative 8z2% in Agriculture
and negative 3.27 in Manufacturing. -(6) Retraining for
these people will be imperative/ It should be remember-
ed that 'the longer -one remains unemployed, the less ''
likely he is.to.,e considered a prospect' by those who

,0interview him.)

It can be said 'that in 'view of the high unemployment,
'rate, the high out migration rate of young people, ,apd
the lack of preparation for jobs available in the



Cambria County area, Cambria Cbunty is essentially ,,a .

microcosm 6fthe employment problems of the nation, with
-,_ specific emphasis on problems of rural America., One

characteristic shared by the rural people of CaMbria
County and the people of urban areas is poverty., Thus,
to a great extent what can be shown to be effective in
the schools in terms of preparation for the.wor14 of
work in Cambria County would probably wark,in most
urban'areas with modifications td) meet, local conditions.

- The average education in Cambria County for persons,
25 years old- and over has risen from 9.1 years completed
in 1960 to 11.2 years completed in 1970. This is a 2,3%
increase. The median school years completed by the
'employed civilian labor foece in the United States as
of March 1971 was 12.4 years.. It is significant to note

---_ at this point that although there is a great number of
people with a high school education in Cambria County,
there is.st0.1 a high degree of unemployment and-out
migration. (0) m

,

Studies'have shown that for the American Labor Force,
those under 35 years of age ,spend an average of 1.5
sears-per job. For those over 35 year@ of age, an
average of 8 years is spent per job.0) Mott individ-
uals have little information when.job hunting. it i8
known that high .turnover rates im certain occupations,,
or for certain individuals Is due to a lack of informa-
tion regarding the job in question. Job expectations,
wages,benefits, and hours are seldom known by job.
.seekers before , eking or accepting employment.,, Resig-
nations are abno ally high dUring the first months of
employment which diwo a dissatisfaction on the part
of the new oyees.klu) In 1971 the proportion of .

unemployed to agers in the labor force .because of job.
rk9t entry a d reentry was over 12 %.
\ .

This 127 unemployment rate is a reflection
,

of the
"dissatisfaction new.entrants into the labor market
experience. Time is lost changing employment. It can
be assumed that teenagers will not lose as much time
-changing jobs if they have 4 better idea of whac to
expect in terms of the employment they choose. They

' should.have a better idea of what they are looking for
and ,how to go about finding it. The 12% figure for
entry and reentry could be ...significantly cut. This
figure is out .of an overall youth unemployment rate of
16.9%.(11) In 1971 the national aveiage.rate,g,
unemployment for 16 to 17,year olds was 18.7%liLl
Important here also\is the amount of time lost and the
frustration of trying to find a more satisfactory field
of work. , ,

9
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The Southern Alleghenies Regional Planning Commission,
in conjunction with-the Appalachia Regional Commission,
is tackling the broader social and economic problems
at a Chamber of Commerce level by investigating and
providing'for the_rad'networks as well as'attempting
to bring industries into the area. The educational

.institutions, primarily the new area vocational techni-
cal schools currently in operation or recently completed;
are a part of an overall plan to improve the general
economy and quality of life in the six county region*.
servIA by the Southern Alleghenies Commission.,

TheAdmiral Peaky AVTS has taken the lead in incorpor-
ating the Career,Education concept-in the day to day
operations of the school through a flexible modular
scheduling model deyeloped at the school by its local
research unit.( 13-10) The TIMES (Temporally Inditiidusl-
ized Modular Education Scheduling) Model is adelivery
sySteE for Career Education that educates students to
individual occupational goals, while accommodating'the
different altilities and competencies of the tndiviglual
student.(17)

Evaluation reports(18,19) by the outside 3rd party
evaluator for the first and second years of the project
are highly favorable and indicate scores in the affec-
tive domain are quite:high and that students understand
the Career Education concept, as presented in the
TIMES Model. A

Cambria County is also the site of two state school
hospitals, one.located in Cresson and the other in
Ebensburg. A significant percentage of the state sctilool
hospital residents is educationally trainable to hold
some form of employment. 4The combined population of
the two schoolS is 4,200, of which approximately 600
are considered trainable in a public school system.
These;- 600 or so people are -currently unemployed and
should be trained to the limits of their, potential' by
the schools. The Admiral Peary AVTS has conducted two
such programs during the 1972-73 and 73-74 school
years.(2U) A third year of the program is planned for
the 1974-75 school year. During the first year of the
program, 50 students were afforded the opportunity to
visit the AVTS five days a week, for 2 houks a day for
16 weeks.(21) During the second year of the project,
100 students were afforded essenttally the same Oppor-
tunities as in the first year.(22) For the third year
of the program it is planned to have approximately 75
students enrolled._.

The six counties are: Bedford, Blair, Cambria, Fulton,
Huntington, Somerset

10
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B. Summary

Cambria County, Pennsylvania, and more specifically the
attendance area of the Admiral Peary Area Vocational
Technical School located in Ebensburg,- Pennsylvania,
has a high percentage of youth with academic, social,
economic, employment,and physical handicap-. Smooth ,

transition between public schooling .and entering the
world of work does not-exist for the most part in the
area. Furthermore, due to the low population density,
youth in the rural areas experience difficulty in
.obtaining employment through the Bureau of Employment
Security which is located in downtown Johnstown
(approximately 20 miles from site of Admiral Peary AVTS).

Additionally, little opportunity is'afforded to increase
or broaden occupational aspirations or opportunities
for youth, because just getting a job, any job, is the .

first matter of interest to most of the youth retaining
in the county after high school. This may be why the
job market entry and reentry rate for unemployed teen-
agers is at 12%. The selective process, by which the
more able, academically, socially and economically,
leave the area to attend college, other educational
pursuits, or better jobs, leaves behind, a high propor-
tion of youth at the lower end of the scale to scramble
for what jobs are available. Essentially, the economy.
of Cambria County is involved in an.endless cycle; a
vicious circle whereby there is no real diversified
heavy industry, aside from mining and steel, coming into
the area because there is no skilled help because the
schools until recently, have been rural, fourth class
districts.. Additionally, the geography of the area
has prevented the construction of sufficient super-
highways which are necessary for a transportation net-

.

'work to.bring in industry.
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CHAPTER II

GOA S AND OB4CTIVES

A. Introduction

The specific objecti es of the project, as listed in
the original proposal, are classified as either process
or product, objectives. The process objectives are of
a more general nature and must precede the produtt
objectives, The five process objective* for the project
are presented as a group, followed by th,e specific
objectives subsumed by the process objectives.

B. Process Objectives

1) . To develop a "tea ity bound" program of Career
Awareness for students in the elementary grades that
will expose the,studen s to many of the actual materials
and equipment utilized in the world of work in general..

2) To develop a "real ty bound" Career. Exploration
program for the junior high schodr6Tiaddle school
students with actual " ands-on" experience in the
exploratory sense in t e various occupational clusters,
and to make available t students sufficient information
and 'experiences to alto them to chose a general
direction-in which they wish to pursue- an occupation.

3) To develop Career P e.aration.ptograms in grades
10 thru 14, that inter to ot ome school and vo,-tech-
curricula to prollide bolo preparation for a variety, of
occupational areas commensurate with the students
interest and ability.

4) To implement a plaCement procedure program whereby
the AVTS and the school district will cooperate with
the Bureau of Employment Security, other governmental
agencies, business and industrial leaders, and educa=
tional leaders in the qommunity to attack the long and
short range problems og employment for .those seking
it. Work experience and cooperative work study'Programs
will, be an integral pant of the program. Placement in
post secondary program and higher education will also
be included in this prOgrgm.

5) To develop a total educational continuum, K-14,
which offers the opportunities, information, and exper-
iences to students in 11 grade levels so that they may
be made more aware of the various occupations, relation-
ship between occupati s, and the important role.that
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chosen careers will play in their personal, social and
economic lives; and to provide all students with puffi-
cient Information commensurate with their level an
ability for developing and practicing decision mak g
skills about their lives.

C. Product Objectives

4.

1. The students in grades 1 through 9 will demonptrate:

(a) Significant improvement in knowledge of the'
)

world of work including:

i. Tools/occupation relationships

ii. Toolsifunction relationships

iii. CorreCtion of common misconceptions

iv. Occupational charaCteristics and
requirements

(b)- Significant improvement in the role of,person-
al choice in occupational planning.

(c) Significant improvement in perception of work
and satisfaction derived from work.

(d) Significant improvement in attitude toward
.the skilled trades.And crafts.

(e) Significant improvement in attitude toward
school.

(f) Significant increase in knowledge of occupa-
tional alternatives.

(g) Significant increase in knowledge of programs d

offered by the AVTS "and theiohigh school.

(h) Significant improvement in perception of
the.climate of the AVTS including:

i. Instructors

ii. Curriculum

iii. Students

iv. jacilities



(i) Significant improvement in thebaSic skills;
but not limited to

i. Reading ability

. Mathematly,

2. Students in grade& 10 -12 will demonstrate:

(a) Significant improvement in perception of
work and satisfaction derived from school
related activities.

(b) Significant improvement in the perception of
the role individual 'choice plays in occupation-
al planning.

(c) Significant imprbvement in perception of
school climate",ificiuding:

o

i. Instructors

ii. Curriculum

iii. Students

iv. FaCilities,
r.

(d) Favorable attitude toward and use of the
counseling services, placement servic
work experience opportunities provide

3. Teachers of students in the sending schools will
demonstrate:

'(a) Significata increase in knowledge df-firograms
and facilitates offered by the AVTS and the
high school.

(b) Significant improvement in perdeptiam of the
climate of ;pile AVTS, including teacters,
students, cikriculum and facilities:"

(c) Significant improvement in attitude toward
skilled trades and crafts.

D. Other Strategies

In additioyl to th above listed objectives, as
formally p e ed in the original proposal, it. 1.211-
the strategy of the three yepr project to:
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. Pilot all process objectives at one of five
school diptricts supporting the AVTS during
the first year,

. Disseminate successful outcomes to the other
four school districts supporting the AVTS
during the second and third years of the
project while maintaining pilot activities
at the first school district, and

. Develop a reliable and valid testing program
to fill the void bfinstrumentation that

exists for many of the product objectives in
Career Education.

17,
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CHAPTER III

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT DESIFN
40 ji

4.

The initial project design includes procedures forinvolving approximately 50% of thd students in all gradelevels 1 through 12 in the Centrql Camb.tia School Dis- 'trict, both Public and private schools. Table III-1summarizes thb statistics foe the school districts andincludes numbersof schools with grade levels, numbers of.students, teachers and counselors per eChoal;4and numbers, of other professional or pat'a,profesdlonal employees.rtor the first year, of the project, all Career, Educationact,ivities were to be performed on a pilot-study basisin the'public and pr4rate'schools of the Central CamEiiia-,-School District.. Su2cesaEul components of the programwere to be disseminated to the other four school dis-

-

tricts supporting the Admiral "Nary AVTS during thsecond ,and third yearsof"the project.
Nk

0. 'The Central Cambxla Elementary School-has grades Xthrough 5 in one school Nilding.
There are 3 o=r "4':heterogeneously grouped classrooms per gr &de level andclass size is approximately thirty. It was plannectto'have two classrooms per grade" level,'(grades 1 through 5)participating CareerEduoation activities.

0

The. Central Cambria Middle:School hds grades 6 tfirough:oin one school buflding. 'ClaaSrooms at eadh grade areheterogeneOusly grouped,with the exception of a fewselect classes in mathethatca and science. Hatherdamsand extra curricular; or alub'.aativities arelleterogenious-,ly. grouped across grade leVels. (,HeterogeneouSly.grouped in this Lpstandb means that students are groupedalphabeticAlly). Students do not,move as intact classesfrom subject area to subject atea .,There are apprOxi-,mately 30 students per classropth and a.total of'approx-imately 750 students"in the middle school.

The. Holy Nathe School has grades. 1 through 8 in one schoolbuilding. There aker2 c]a'sooms per,grade level exceptfor grade 2 where there is_ only on classroom. Studentsin grades 1 through 5 are heterogeneously grouped.Students in g4ades 6 throup'-8 are'homcigeneously groupedand,for.the Most part move' from subject area, to subjectarea as intact groups by grade level. It was plannedto have "gone classroom ptr.grade level participate inCareer Education activities. There are approximately25 students per classroom at the Holy,Name School.



The Central CaMbria High School and Bishop CarrollHigh School have the usual departments by subject areaand for the most part students appear to be "de facto"tracked by the curriculum they choose. There are approx-imately 950 students in the Central Cambria High Schooland approximately 750 students at Bishop Carroll HighSchool.

Project activities are classified in Imajor areas andare staffed accordingly with 5 full time professionalemployees. The major areas are:

. Elementary School CaKeer Awareness,

. Middle School Career Exploration,

. Secondary-Post-Secondary Level Career Preparation,
. Career Guidance-and Counseling, and

. Administration (including'testing and evaluation).
1

Resumes of the five project staff are presented inAppendix III-1.

B. Elementary School Component

At the elementary grade levels (1-5), it was planned toselect fifteen classrooms for participation; as listedin Table 111-2. The classrooms are heterogeneouslygrouped. 'As previously noted, there are two classroomper grade level participating at the Central CambriaElementary School, and at the Holx,Name ElementarySchool, one classroom per grade level participating. Itwas planned to have a total of approximately 450 studentsand 15 teachers in grades 1-5 participate in CareerAwareness activities.

Initial plans called for supervised field trips to theAdmiral Peary Area Vocational Technical School (AVTS),such that in the course of ode school year, the studentswould be exposed to all six career, clusters at the AVTS.These six career clusters have been cross referencedwith the fifteen USOE clusters, in terms of occupationslisted in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles' (DOT),as'presented in Appendix 111-2. A master schedule ofvisits was to be prepared for all 15 participatingclassrooms at the tWo elementary schools. studentswere to be transported as intact classrooms to thevarious assigned career areas at the AVTS., The studentswere to be accompanied by'their teacher and severalparents on these trips. Only one elementary classroomwas to be scheduled to visit tfie AVTS at a given time
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in order to avoid any Possible.interference with the
educational process at either school. The participatin
tro-tech instructor and senior vo-tech students Selected
by that instructor hosted each visit. The elementary
students were to be briefed at their schodl on all
procedures, particularly. safety, prior to the trips.
All students were to be provided with bump hats and .

Safety goggles. When the students arrived at the AVTS
they were to be given a brief introduction to the area
being visite and then were divided into small grOups
to work with e vo-tech studehts.

Prior to any trips, ach vo-tech instructor was to be
contacted by project professional staff to discuss the
sorts of activities that would be conducted in that
career area. Such details included a4 specific safety(
precautions, in addition to general safety rules,
materials or supplies needed, vocabulary lists, and
student activities.

All AVTS instructors were to be'provided wi h'a master
schedule of visits to their own areas; the VTSadminis-
tration was to be provided with a master' 14t of visits
to all areas; and the elementary school teachers were
to be provided with a list of their scheduled trips.

C. Middle School Component

At the middle grade levels (6-8), all classrooms were-
selected for participation, as listed in Table 111-2.
As previously noted,6the Holy Name Elementary School
includes all grades, l 8, whereas the Central Cambria
Middle School includes only grades 6,8. It was planned
to have approximately .900 students (750 public and
150 private) and approximately 33.teachers (26 public
and 7 private) in grades 6-8 participate in Career
Exploration activities.

Initial plans for supervised field trips to the AVTS'
were nearly identical to those previously described for
the elementary components, with minor variations tp
accommodate the organizational differences in these
two schools.

Master schedules of visits were to be prepared for the
middle school classes, as was to be done in the eiemen-
tary component. edures for field trips were to
be essentially the same as for the elementary students,
including. orientation, safety, materials and supplies,
vocabulary lists and activities.



.*aAfter the initial orientation at'the AVTS shop areasbeing visited, the students were to be divided intosmall groups to work with selected AVTS students. 'Thisprocess is similar to that performed with elementarystudents.

D. Secondary School Com ent

In contrast to the planned group activities and field
trips conducted at the elementary and middle schools, amore individualized apprbach was to be utilized at the
secondary level with a heavy career guidance component..This phase of the program was intended to help studentsin the ,difficult task. of planning career goals, discov-
ering'and understanding their own abilities and interests,and making them aware of future career options.

For the ninth grade, it was planned to provide eachstudent_in the Central Cambria attndance area the oppor-tunity to spend five half-day 'during one school week"working" with a highly skill d person at a career
explOration site. This expert me was to occur either
at the AVTS or in the communit including the schools'in the district. During this t e, participating ninth1 grade students were to observe a then actually partici- .pate, in somt of the routine work a vities that a .

person employed in that or a related occupation wouldbe expected to master. Alter all students had finishedone on site career experiEnce, it was planned to providethe students with tlote opportunity to have a second
career experien6T-. TiliS experience was intended to beeither a confirmng fialow-up in the same-career fieldor a new exploratory experience in a different area ofinterest.

The strategy to be utilized in grades 10-12,was toaccommodate the organizational structure of the high
"school according to, subject area departments and to workwith small-groups,of students interested in and volun- -eeering for a specific Career Education activity. As isthe case with most other Career Education projects
throughout the country, it was expected that the secondarylevel would be the Area'of slowest and least progress.

In general, secondary level Career Education activitieswere to be on an individual or small group basis. It
, was planned to request of instructors in various subjectmatter areas to allow those students participating inCareer Education activities to do their subject matterassignments in relation to-these special activities.
Also, it was planned to, place students in grades 10-12
on ari individual basis in a work station that had directapplication to one of their ongoing school'studies.
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As with the 9h grade career experience program,*the
Work statibn could have been located at the AVTS or in
the community.

0

Other Support-Activities,

In addition to" the three major areas of,project activi-
ties described above, other support activities were
planned as follows: ,

. Career Guidance and Counseling,,

. 'Post Secondary Career Education,

Community Involvement; and

. Test Instrument. Development.

1. Career uidance and Counseling
^k.A

The'procedures described in sections A through D
above, when taken in toto, were designed .

. to increase tt e self awareness of each Student,

. to' develop in each student favotable attitudes
about the personal, social and economic signi-
ficanc"fwork,and.

. to assist each student in developing and prac-
tieing appropriate career decision malfing skills..

In the elementary and middle school grade levels,
a good deal of the human.element concerning the
dignity of w8rk, the economic, basis of work, self-'
appraisal, self-understanding, and value systems
was to be dealt with in several ways. For example,
it was planned to invite indiViduals employed in
occupations of various clusters to speak to selected,'
classes. SUch discuSsions would include an individ-
Lial or mall .groups. These activities were planned
to be essentially self exploration, where students
try out basic skills, not for mastery, but for
information; Students, should learn to realisti=
cally appraise their own limitations and rabilities.
The emphasis was to'be as much in the affective
domain as in'the,cOgnitive domain. Activities were
to be planned so that students'were enqouraged to
make decision's and judgments,and then diScuss why
certain decisfafts were made i.e. ,"what are their
own value" systems.
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In essence, career guidance and counseling is
considered to be a curriculum oriented activity.
It was planned to have project career guidance,

personnel,in the elementary and middle schools:

. to act as a Consultant on personal development
to the classroom teacher,

to team teach with the teacher,

: to observe-classroom behavior for the teacher,

. to conduct small group sessions, primarily
dealing with the affective domain, and

. to guide, not lead student j n decision making
and value clarification.

2. Post Secondary Career Education

Because the plans for 'the floating community c lege
mentioned in the original proposal werestill in the
planning stages, it was planned to do exploratory
workwith St. Francis College (4 year institution),
Mount Aloysius College (2 year institution)', and
Indiana University of Pennsylvania, as well as
articulating the secondary component with adult
evening school at the AVTS.

3. Community Involvement

It was. planned to involve parents on the learning
trips for the elementary and middle school students
and to conduct a parents' night,for Career;Education.
The 'technical Advisory Committees, at the AVTS were
to be approached for assistance in forming a .Career
Education Advisory Committee. Cooperation with
Ongoing programs at the AVTS, including -placement
rid cooperative education was planned in this
component.

4. Test Instrument Development

Because of the general lack of reliable and valid
'test instruments for Career Education objectives,

'nit was planned during the first year of the*project
to do a great deal of testing of students, teachers,
parents,` and businessmen. For the first year of
the project, test data on rocally developed test
instruments were to be considered as strictly
empirical and descriptive for exploratory purposes.
Where national standardized tests that-might be
related to Career Education objectives were avail-
able; it was planned ,to use them, where appropriate.
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It was also planned to look at the data by several
classifications of students and teachers in an
attempt to detect any factors that might obscure
overall results. For reasons described in each
component of Section IV, the three major factors
selected that could affect test results are grade
level, participation in Career Education activities,
and school organizational structure, as ,embodied
in the public and private school, systems involved
In the project.
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A. General

to the late hiring of some project staff and the
e scheduling of a Career Education workshop for
chees,(the week before school began), there was not
ficient time to plan related activities prior to

d as a follow up to each field trip and modifications
the Initial plans were necessary.

t was decided to begin field trips as soon.as possible
o maintain the psychological momentum from the teacher

workshops and to work on curriculum materials concurrent-
ly with the trips. The ability of all staff and
instructors to simultaneously work with field trips,
curriculum deyelofiment, and teaching was overestimated
and little curticulum_development was accomplished. As
a result, after the second or third trip for a given
elementary or middle school classroom, there was a
decrease in the interest in and the value of the field
trip because it was not related to classroom activities,
and the enthusiasm,of visiting the AVTS had diminished., ,

During the months November 1973 to January 1974,1
questionnaires concerning Career Education activities
were distributed to the teachers whose classrooms were
participating ilq5 the field trips. Feedback from these
questionnaires was evaluated by project staff in order
to plan other Career Education activities. The results
of this questionnaire'are discussed in Section B-1. .

Concurrent with the project staff!s discomfort with the
less than expected results fur field trips, as evidenced
by the above referenced questionnaire, :.a USOE Project
Progress Monitoring Team conducted an on site visit
16-18 January 1974.

Among the recommendations Made by the USOE team was the
following:

Due
lat
tea
,suf
an
to

t

CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

"The committee recommends the project
staff intensify efforts in formal.=
izing activities centered curriculum
development and its proposed integra=
tion with the district's existing
curriculum."

As a result of the.team's recommendations, a moratorium
was, declared on all field trips until meaningful pre/post
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activities could be developed. "A good example" of such
pre/post activities that were subsequently developedby the project is depicted in a segment of the filmmade at Admiral Peary, "The Sum of All Parts",(1)
wherein 3rd grade students are, involved both with the
Horticulture/Floriculture career area at the AVTS and
in their own classrooms. As plans were being formulatedto interrupt field trips, alternative Career Educationactivities werre bei9g 'considered.

B. Elementary School Component

1. Activities

Based on 'a teacher survey information form (Career
Education Activity Checklist - See Exhibit IV:T---
for examples) administered during the period of
November.1973 to January 1974 concerning comments
and suggestions for the Career Education program,
new insights were gained, as listed below:

. Field trips, by and large, were felt to be
beneficial; however, they, could be of more valueif they were more closely coordinated as an
integral component of the existing curriculum,

. Teachers indicated a need for additional Career
Education resource and curriculum materials,

. Teachers requested more comm ity and resource
people to assist in various Career Education
units,

. Teachers want more participation in the selec-.tion of the sites to be visited on the learning
excursions, and

. Teachers desired less emphasis on skills and
more emphasis on other Career Education
activities.

Up to the time of the field trip moratorium, theproject staff had been able to complete all theadministrative procedures and to provide the
necessary guidelines and materials required forfield trips for the elementary component. Theseinclude:

. Guidelines and Procedures for Learning Excur-
sions (Appendix IV-1),

(1)"The Sum of. All Parts" Educational 'Services:
Waco, Texas, 1974.
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. Gen al Safety Guidelines (Appendix TV 1),

. Saf ty Guidelines for a particular Career 'area
(Se Appendix rv-1 for examples),

. A 1 st of typical activities and vocabulary
lists for each career area (See Appendix IV -1for examples), -

. A master schedule of"learning excursions and
individual schedules for each teacher, and

. An interview list for each teacher (See Appendix
IV-1 for example).

-1
Until the moratorium was imposed, much had trans-pired in terms of activities. Approximately450 students in grades 1-5 in the two elementary
schools attended at least one learning excursionto the AVXS. A total of 45 learning excursions to17 of the 20 possible areas took.place during
the school year. Nearly all these trips occurredbefore the moratorium was imposed in early 1974.

An example of a field trip experience at the
elementary level is 'described below.

A class'of approximately 27 students accompaniedby their classroom instructor and a few parents
would visit a designated area at- the vo-tech for"hands on" awareness of skills needed to perform
specific occupational tasks.

Occupational taskS were observed after which thestudents had the opportunity to perform thesesame or similar tasks. For elementary-students,
occupational tasks displayed to the students wereof such a nature as to demonstrate basic skillsdeveloped in a partidular job area., Detaile0skill development was not performed for this agegroup. For example; in the carpentry area, the
students would perform simple tasks, such as

4t

using a saw or a hammer. More deta"led "hands on"
experiences were reserved for olde children.When the field trip was concluded, he students
and instructor would return to the classroom.
In the classroom, a follow-up discussion concerningthe field trip would occur.

On several occasions, a SeniOr student from theAVTS visited the elementary school classroom
,before and/or after a field trip to discuss thecareer area that the students would visit. This
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supportive activity for field trips was conducted
in the following areas:

. Horticulture/Floriculture,(1),

. Mining,'

. Electronics, and

. -Data Processing.

In addition to the field trips to the AVTS, sever-
al class trips were made into the community and
several resource persons from the community were

\

brought to the c assroam. Included among these
activities were:

. A visit to the Seldom Seen Valley Coal Mine
by one class of 4th graders,

. A visit by a grocery store manager to a 2nd
grade classroom,

. A visit to the St. Francis College Theate
Arts center by one class of 4th graders, nd

. A 'visit to the Johnstown Cambria County Air-
port as a supplemental visit to a unit in
transportation by one class of 4th graders.

It was the consensus of the elementray school
teachers and research project staff that pupils
in grades 1-3 would benefit more from trips into
the community or from visits by community resource
people to the classroom until such time ghat
curriculum activities could be coordinated
better with field trips to the AVTS.

Other significant, activities in the elementary
component include:

. State Senator Louis Coppersmith made a pre-
sentation on"careers in public service to
students in the Central Cambria school district
and selected AVTS students. Nearly all 4th

(1)These particular activities are depicted in
the film "The Sum of All Parts", as referenced
previously.
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and 5th graders (approximately 200) in both.
Holy Name and Central Cambria elementary
schools attended,

. A parents' night,on Career Education was
attended by approximately 35 parents of
pupils in the two elementary gchools. Parents
were asked to-respond to a questionnaire on
Career Education prior to the, presentation
of the program describing the Career Education
concept and how it was being implemented in
the school district, and

. A total of 16 elementary grade (1-5) teachers
attended the 4. day workshop prior to the
opening of school in August, 1973. (See
Exhibit IV -2 for the workshop agenda.)

As a result of:

. the teacher survey on how to improve field
trips and Career Education activities,

. the USOE project monitoring team's recommenda-
tions, and

. the 3rd party evaluator's recommendation,

field trips to the AVTS were suspended while
alternative and supportive activities were plan-
ned and developed.

Among these activities were the following:

. A list of elementary grade Career Education
objectives was created (STeAppendix IV -2),

, Several Learning Activity Packets were
developed in support of field trips (See
Appendix.IV-3),

A year end newsletter was published (See
Exhibit IV -3),

. Career Education guidelines were promulgated
for use by classroom teachers (See Appendix dIV -4), and

. Career Resource Centers (CRC) were established
and piloted toward the end of the first,
school yearOee Appendix IV -5 for a brief
description).



2. Testing and valuation

In addition to the formal outside 3rd party eval-
uation, the project staff had planned to pursue
test instrument development to help fill the -oid
of such instruments for measuring Career EducatiOn
objectives. This testing falls into two categories,
student outcomes and teacher outcomes.

Work in the student outcome area is measured by
using a testing instrument provided by the 3rd
party evaluators, the Elementary Career Awarenegs
Questionnaire (ECAQ) (See Exhibit IV -4). Of
primary concern in test development is-a measure
of instrument reliability and content validity.
Accordingly, approximately 750 pupils in grades
1-5 were tested, using a pre 'and a post test.
The students are. classified as participating and
non participating groups- Due to the differences
in organizational structure and school size, as
previously described, it was decided to look at
test data under the additional classification of
public and private schools.

Two test instruments are utilized with teachers..
One instrument, the Career Education Information
Form (CEIF) was supplied by the 3rd'party evalua-
tor (See Appendix IV -6 fpr a discussion of the
CEIF). The other instrument is the Purdue
Teacher Opinionnaire (PT0)(1). Two subtests of
the PTO are of interest; subtpst 2, Teacher
Satisfaction and subtest 6, Curriculum Issues.
Teachers are classified as attending or.not
attending the bummer workshop and by public or
private school. The CEIF as administered on the
first day of the workshop, on the last day of
the workshop'and at the end of the school year.
The PTO was administered on the first day of-thP
workshop and at the end of the school'year. Both
the CEIF and PTO were administered to non workshop
teachers at the beginning and at the end of the
school'year. In reading the results of testing it
should be borne in mind that the project was
notified of a 46% cut in funding (with a consequent
loss of 2 professional personnel) in March, 1974.
As a result, the ambitious undertaking of test
instrument development was hmmediately cut back
te'those activities that were absolutely necessary
to the operational aspects of the project. A

(1)Available from Purdue University, LaFayette,
Indiana.
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great deal of preliminary data are presented and
documented here for the record. For the most
part, the data are handled descriptively with a
few simple chi square tests or t tests presented.
Because of lack of time and funds, as well as the,
exploratory nature of the first year testing
program, post hoc tests have not been performed

.

where significance was found (1% level). Also,
the large number of questions analyzed would lend
itself to capitalizing on chance when conducting
tests of significance.

A brief discussion of the results for the ECAQ
is presented in the next several pages. It
should be noted here that the test reliability as
determined by the internal consistency method is
0.66 for the pre test and 0.64 for the post test.
Both values are respectable for initial test
development.

Questions #1 through #6 deal with students'
knowledge of patents' occupations. In general,
students improve from pre to post stapn these

ioquestions4, HdweVer, there appears be some
confusion,concerning mothers: occupations. The
Students participating in field trips do not do
as well as non field trip students from pre to
post test. In fact, they lose ground on most
questions. The no field trip students score high-
er overall on the post test. There 1.6 no apparent
trend pre to post by the public/private claSsifica-
tion. It should be noted that the differences
among groups on the pre test mould indicate that
the two samples are not from the same student
population.,

In dealing with question #1, "Does Your Father
Work?" and question #2, "Does Your Mother Work?"
for the purpoSes of project objectives, the percent
of students answering either "Do No Know" or not
answering (blank) are of more importance than any
comparison of "Yes" and "No° answers across
student groups. InSpection of Tables IV-1, and
TV-2, for question 0 shows that 3.0% of respon-
dents either do not-know.or do not answer on the
pre test. The same figure is 3.6% for the post
test, a slight increase. The percent of respon-
dents answering "Yes" is over 90%, as would be
expected.' Due to lack oftime, personnel, and
funds, a confirmation of student responses with
student records was not carried out. Such a
comparison could have been quite meaningful for
question #2, in view of the apparent confusion `by



`'students as to whether ornot qhousewie wasconsidered an occupation,. There is no apparent ,trend by .grade level for responses on pre or posttest for question #1. On the pre test, the nofield trip students are higher than theffield tripstudent's (3:7% vs..2.3%)(1) and the private, schoolstudents are higher than the public school studentS(4.0% vs 2.77). On the post test, the field trip.d
students are higher than the no field trip students(4.3% vs. 2.9%) and the public and private school-students are the same (3.6% vs. 3.57).

For question #2, 3.7% of the respondents on thepre test either do not know or do not answer thequestion about mothers' occupatiOns. See TableIV-3 and IV -4. The same figure on the post testis 2.3%, a significant decrease. There is noapparent trend by grade level. On the pre test,the no field tr.ip. students are higher than thefield trip students (5.0% vs. 2.3%) and the publicschool students are slightly higher than theprivate school students (3.7% vs. 3.5%). On thepost test, the no field trip students are thesame as the field trip students (2.3%) and theprivate school students are much higher than thepublic school students (3.5% vs. 1.8%). From preto.post tests, the percent. of "Yes" responsesincrease from 41.6% to 48.2%. Although no con-firmation of the answers was obtained from studentrecords or personal interviews, one might speculatethat more pupils decided that "housewife" is infact an occupation.

On question #3, Table IV -5 and IV -6, "Do You KnowWhat Type of Work Your Fattier Does?", there is adecrease from' 8.4% to 7.5%.between pre and postfor the-combined number of Do Not Know and no'responses. On the prg test, the no field tripstudents are higher than the field trip students(10.3% vs. 6.5%) and the private school studentsare higher than the public school students (10.1%vs. 7.8%). On the post test, the field tripstudents are higher than the no field trip students(8.6% vs. 6.3%) and the private school studentsare higher than the public school students (9.0%vs. 6.9%). There is a definite trend on "Yes"

'Min the discussion of questions #1 through #4,
the percentage figures for public/private or
field trip/no'field trip presented in thetext
are calculated by weighted averages frOm figures,presented in the tables.
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,answers by grade level for/both pre and post test,
although this trend levels off in the post test.
The greatest, gains are made by 1st graders.

For question #4;..Table IV -7 and IV -8, the same
confusion as evidenced on question #2 exists
concerning mothers' occupations. The combined
number of Do Not Know and no responses decreases
slightly from 22.57 to 22.1% friom pre to post
test. On the pre test, the no fieLd trip students
are higher than the field trip students (28.8% vs.
16.4%) and the public school students are,higher
than the private school students (23.1% v5. 20.7%).
On the post test, the field trip students are high-
er than the no field trip students (25.4% vs. 18.3%)
and the public school students are higher than
the private school students (23.0% vs. 19.6%),.
There is a significant increase from 51.8% to
61.9% in number of "Yes" responses. There is
no apparent trend by grade level in either pre.or
post test. There is an anomaly in the data as
evidenced by the unusual131 low percent of "Yes"
responses for grade 2, both pre and post, as
compared wittl, thd other grade levels.

For questions #5 and #6, identifying fathers' and
mothers' occupations, respectively, a random
sample of 80 students was selected and their pre
and post test answers, as well as answers from a
personal interview, were compared to student
records: Inspection of Table IV -9 indicates, tat

. students have made significant gains from pre t st
to post test on naming their fathers' occupation's.

The interview and post test results are about the
same. It should be noted that the no field trip \
students did slightly better than the field,trip
students and that the gains for the field trip
students are greater. A different situation exists
for answers to the question about mothers' occupa-
tions. Correct identification of mothers' occupa-
tions is muchlower on the pre test than for
fathers' occupations. The percent of total correct
responses during the Interview is approximately
the same for both mothers' and fathers' occupations.
The post test scores about mothers' occupations
drop. from the interview; particularly for the
field trip students (-20.5%). The confusion of
the categorization of housewife as working or not
working persists here, as evidenced in questions
#2 and #4. The high percentage of correct
responses for mothers occupations during the
interview as-compared with post test results raises
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the question of some possible inadvertent coaxing
in one form or another.

Questions 0 and #8 deal with awareness of j9b6
in the community, including the school. For the
.17 occupations included in each of these questions,
there is a general upward trend by grade level. in
most cases, with 1st and/or 2nd graders showing
the best gains pre to post. Thetotal of 34
occupations involved fall in 3 response categories:

I 80% or'more of the students giving the
desired response on the post test only
(7n, 8d, 8g, 8m),

II 80% or more of the students giving the
desired response on both pre and post
test (the balance of those not listed in
either I or III),

III 20% - po% of the students-giving the same
responses within both lire and post test
(7c, 7h, 7p, 8e, 8i, 8j, 8k, 81,- 8n, 8o)

For` those questions falling in category I, it is
apparent that learning to an acceptable level
has taken place from pre to post test.

Answers in category II are so.obvious that
students respond correctly even on the pre test.

The answers in category III indicate that con-
fusion exists both before and after, with or
without Career Education activities taking place.
However, in nearly all cases, significant gains
are made within this category also.

The results of responses according to the three
categories can be summarized as follows:

13 of the. 17 occupations for question #7, school,
are in category II, indicating that the students
are quite familiar with that setting. An addition-
al 1 of 17 is in category I, leaving 3 of 17 in
category III where confusion exists. For question
#8, community, 7 of 17 occupations fall in cate-
gory III, indicating either confusion or a great
diversity of student, background. 7 of 17
occupations are in category II, and 3.of 17 fall
in category I.

b

Two general statements can be made to explain part
of this apparent confusion on questions #7 and #8.
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The first is that two different student populations
exist in the sample; one is the students in the
private school, 95% of whom live in the Ebensburg
area; whereas the students in the public school
have a more heterogeneous list of residences
ranging from Ebensburg to farm life or small coal
towns. Also, there are differences in the opera-
tion of the two schools. At the private school,
there is no secretary, the principal does substi-
tute teaching and thecafeteria is smaller and
relationships with the workeisiAre less formal.
A greater percentage of students are bussed to
the public school than the private school. In
general, students in the private school tend to
be more positive in their responges as to the
existence of jobs in the school and in the community.

The second possible reason is the large varj.ation
in lifestyles and residences in the sending school
district, which range from the county seat
(Ebensburg-'poptilation 5,000) to small c'bal towns
(populations of about 500) to rural fatms. The
life spaces of these children do not overlap,
particularlY in terms of occupations observed
outside the school building. The students living
in Ebensburg would be exposed to the greatest
variety of occupations, nearly all of those fisted
in both questions, whereas a rural farm student
would be exposed to very few. It should be noted
here that the differences between group's on the
pre.test would indicate that.the two samples might
not be from the same student population.

a
In addition to the several trends previously
described, some unusual or unexpeCted results are
itemized by question here as follows: (See
Tables IV-l0 through IV-77):

#7c - Maintenance Man; 4th grade on pre'test
and 5th grade on post test are unusually
far out of line with the other grade
.levels (Table IV-14),

#7g - Radio Announcer; the private school is
much higher on pre and post tests
(Table IV-23) ,

47h - Secretary; the large difference in
positive responses between public and
private students on both pre and post
tests and the large drop i.n number of
positive responses, pre to post for the
private school students (Table IV-25),-
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#7i - Cook; the large loss*'and lowest percen_

age for fifth graders on the post test
(Table TV-26)-,

4#7j:::NeWspaper,Reporter; the large loSs.and".:,
, ' lowest percentage fbt fourth graders
Y : on the post test (Table IV-28), '

.

,'#71 4 Waitress; large change, ,pre, to post for
private,. field trip spudents.(Table rv-

,

- 4'
733),

4

#7n Bus DriVr.,; 2nd graders unusually. low
..on pre and.post test. Aldo-, the-private
school response is much lower.oh Pre
test than:the public school (Table IV-:(36,37), ,

,

,

#70,- Maid; large loss Pre to 'post by 4th,
. graders (Table IV -38),

.

#7p--Teacher's\aLde; private school responsehigher on re test than public school
(liable IV- 1),

#7q - Salesman; pre test_gll.blkc' school
responses *usual* high (Table IV-43) , °

,#8d - Druggist; p4vate higher onpre and
post-(Lah, IV-51),

v
q

#8e - Train ,Conductor; private, rib field trip;
post test high(Table IV-53),

,

#8g.- ,Policewoman; private'higher pre and
post (Table TV-57),

'#8i =: Farmer; private, no'' field trip, higher
, .on post test (Table IV-61),

i4
#8k - Television Announcer; private higher onpre and post And Show greatest gains

(Table TV-65), and

#81 - Dress D igner; private higher on preand pos and show greatest gains
(Ta le 67) . ,

lin reviewing.t results for question #9, it mustbe noted that the format of the question was
changed such that on the pre test, only one choiceis allowed and4 oh ,the post test multiple respOnses-I )

are accepted. Prom Table TV-78, questions 9-1p
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it is apparent (that. definite trends by, grade levelexiston the pre test. The importance of thedoctor increases with grade level and the other3 occupations4decrease in importance with gradelevel. It is, interesting to note that nurse farespoorly at`' all grade levels and that doctor andambulance driver are of equal importance to firstgraders. Post test data indicate a welcoffie
result in that all jobs are rated important byat least 907 of the students. However; the samedoWnward trend by grade level is evident for'all but the doctor s occupation. Overall, theho$pital worker replaces the nurse at the bottom
of\the hierarchy.'

Rcfvrring to Table IV-79, it iseviderit thatthere are no significant differences between fieldtrip/no field trip or public/private on the pretest, do the post test there is a' slightly
increased importance of all, jobs by the studentsattending field trips as well as students in
the private schools.

From ''able question 9-21on the pre test,itis apparent that the teacher becomes moreimportant in the 4th-and 5th grades than at the.lowef grades, but still dOps not exceed the impar-`tance of the principal. Secretaries and janitors
tare considered of equal-importance with a downwar'trendico grade level.

On the postitest,,(Table IV-,80) the teacher "exceedsthe principalin importance at every grade level.
Unlike the-ho*spital situation in the previousquestion, the supporting workers, janitor and
secretary, are cons,idered of less importance, witha downward trend. "by grade Jevel. The increasesfor secretary and janitor are significant frompre to post test;however, both going fromapproxi-
.mately 8% to 80%.

On the pre .test (Table. IV -81) private school
students assign more importance to the principalthan do'the public school students. On the posttest there is no difference between public andprivate, except for the secretary.

a-
The answer to question #10, importance of all jobs(See Table IV-82) does not fully agree with'theresults of question #9. Thee is a decrease inov all favorable response from pre to post test,wi al but the first graders being less favor -:a e, pre to post. No trend by grade level is appar-ent.
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On the pre teat' (Table IV -83) the private school
students are more positive in their attitudes
toward' jobs than thg publ4ic school students.
The same holds true on the- post test, where thei.e.
is an overall decrease: Only theprivate, no
field trip students do not lose ground on the post
test.

noted that on'the post test, it. was moreempha-
In the analysis of 4uestion #11, it should be

tically stated that only one choice was allowed.
Otherwise, the analysis for bath tests is the same.,

II It should be noted in Table IV -84 th f on both
1. pre andpost tests, there is a downwa d trend by

grade level for the importance of both money and
College.as they pertain to personal happiness and
a concurrent upward trend by grade level for
aportance of personal ability and doing what you
like to do. The importance of college to personal
contentment is. lowest On pr,e and post test, and
decreases further from preto post. . The importance
of ability and doing what you like to do is the
most important on pre and post tests and increases
from 54.7% to 69..0%.

a-
On the pre test (Table IV -85) the private school.
students are more favorable to ability and doing
what you like to do than are the public school
students. Consequently,'they are less favorable
toward the money and tollege options, as compared
with public school students. On the post test,
all groups decrease the importance of money and
college and increase the value of ability and
doing what you like. The private school students
are much more favorable to ability and doing what
you like than are the public school students.
Consequently, they are less favorable to the other
two options than are the public school students.
The fVeld trip students exhibit a significant
decrease in college importance going from pre to
,post test than do the no field trip students.

A brief discussion of the Purdue Teacher Opinion-
naire (PTO) results is presented below (See
-Table TV-86).'

For Factor 2, Teacher Satisfaction, the workshop.
teachers increase slightly fram llth to-13th
percentile. The private schoolteachers `increase
from 83rd to 95th_ percentile, whereas the public
school teachers decrease from 20th to 8th'percen
tile. The change is even more dramatic when we
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consider that both groups are going against ,the
"regression effect" at opposite ends of the
scale. Overall, elementary teachers decrease
from ,35th to 27th percentile on this factor.

On Factor 6, Curriculum IssueS, all groups
increase, with an overall increase from 29th to
46th percentile. The workshop and non workshop
teachers increase about the same with the non
workshop teachers slightly higher on pre and post
test. .The private school teachers have "a dramatic
_increase from 49th to 88th percentile.

Considering Factors 2 and 6 together for elemen-
tary school teachers, the non workshop teachers
do better than workshop teachers and private
school teachers do better than public school /r,ok.,,
teachers on both pre and post tests. The largit
differences on pre test'between workshop and non
workshop or public and private teachers might
'indicate that the samples are not from the same
teacher population.

C. Middle School Component

l.' Activities.

As previously described at the beginning of an
earlier section on the elementary component, the
middle school teachers have responded to the
Career Education Activity Checklist in about the
same fashion as did the elementary teachers
(See Exhibit rv-1).

Up to the time, of the field trip mor ium, the
protect staff had been able to complek& all the
administrative procedures to establish guidelines
and identify the necessary materials requireld
for field trips. For the middle schoo component,
these include:

. Guidelines and Procedures. or Learn
Excursions (Appendix

. General Safety Guidelines (Appendix rv-1),

. Safety Guidelines for 4 particull career
area (See Appendix for examples),

. A master schedule of learning excursions'
and individual schedules,fOr each teacher,
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II
. An interview M ist for each'teacher (See
Appendix IV -1 for example), and

. A listing of learning stations at the AVTS
for middle ,school students.

Until the moratorium was'imposed, much had
transpired in terms of activities. Approximately
410 students in grades 6-8 in the two middle
schools attended at least one lear.ing excursion
to the AVTS. A ,total of 21 learn excursions to
9 of the 20 possible areas took place during the
school year. Nearly all of these trips took place
in late 1973. The format of these trips was
slightly different from those previously described
for the elementary grades. In particular, small
group learning stations where more individual
"hands on" experiences -could be gained, were
stressed.

As with the elementary. .grade field trips, a general
set of instructions and safety procedures was
developed for the field trips. In addition.to
the vocabulary lists and small group activities
developed for the elementary grades, specific
activities for more individual involvement of the
6,th, 7th and 8th graders were planned and'imple-
mented to offer meaningful "hands on" experiences.

In contrast to the elementary field trips of
intact classrooms (approximately 27 students) for
a 45-60 minute period, middle school learning
excursions involved about 75-80 students (alpha-
betically selected) and several instructors
bussed to the AVTS. for an entire a.m. or p.m..
session of about 150 minutes. Upon arrival, these
groups were dimided into sub groups of 15-20 and
assigned to several vo-tech instructors in the
same dr related career areas. Each instructor
in turn' set up three to six learning-statiOns
attended to by vo-tech students wherd visiting
students could explore skills necessary for related
occupations. All middle school students were
exposed- to two of these four major areas (six
to twelve learning stations) on any given a.m. or
p.m. trip. A list of learning stations by area
'can be found in Appendix rv-1.

Follow up activities in the Central Cambfia and
Holy Name Middle Schbol grades were more difficult
to manage than at the elemientary grade levels,
because,of the previously described scheduling
schemes. ;Central Cambria Middle School students

.
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were selected for field trip participation alpha-
betically, by grade level. This meant that of the
75-80 students on a particular field trip only
8-10 would be in any given classroom for pre and
post activities at the home school. To further
complic4te matters, these 8-10 would not necessar-
ily be together from class to class throughout
the day. More pre and post field trip activities
did occur at the Holy Name School than at the
,Central Cambria Middle School because of the more
homogeneous scheduling plan wherein students were
together fOr field trips and classroom activities.

In addition to and as alternatives for the field
trips to the AVTS, other activities involving the
community,-the home school, and resource persons
were carried odt as follows:

The instructor in Marketing Technology at
the AVTS made a presentation to a 6th',
grade Englih class qt the middle school.
This presentation waA video-taped by
students in the electronics course at the
AVTS and used as a teaching aid in other
English classes,

. Career Resource Centers-(CRC) were estab-
lished for use by middle school teachers
and students. (The CRC at Holy Name was
set p ford 2 components in the same
b ding, as contrasted with one CRC each

e Central Cambria elementary and
middle schools),

. Club activities became one of the focal
points for Career Education=information at
the middle school. The fouK clubs started
during the project year were Art, Stage-
craft, Model Building (science), and Auto.
Mechanics. Equipment, supplies, and audio-_
visual materials were procurred for these
clubs,

. Approximately 80 students, in grades 6-8
attended Sehator Coppersmith's presentation,
as described previously under the elemep-
tary component,

. An in-service day on Career Educatiop and
Curriculum Development was conducted by
the Career Education project staff and
,outside consultants f;.om Pennsylvania State

, r
University,
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.',A middle school guidance program for state
certification was prepared for'the Centra
Cambria administrative staff with the help
of Career Education project staff. A
definite emphasis on Guidance and Counseling
was included in the proposed, program. (See
Appendix IV-7),

. A six week guidance unit on Career Education
was developed and piloted with 60 students-
at Holy Name School,

. In conjunction with the art club at the
Central Cambria Middle School, four groups
of students (30 total) experienced 2 or 3
sessions on Career Education, CRC use,
personal interests, careers in Art, and
the world of work in general,

. The auto mechanics club invited 2 local
race enthusiasts to make a presentdtion,
including slides-and racing equipment,

. A group of approximately 75 .students visited
the Central Cambria High School business
education epartment. The procedures for
this field t ip were similar to those
utilized at he AVTS, and

A total of 21 middle school teachers attnd-
ed the 4 day workshop prior to the opening
of school in August, 1973.

2. Testing and Evaluation

For the goals associated with student outcomes,
the Career Maturity Inventory (CMI)ki) was admin-
istered to 139 students in grade 6, 7, and 8.

There are six sub tests on the CMI, as follows:
Subtest 4 Factor

1 Self Appraisal.
2 Occupational Information
3 Goal Selection
4 - Planning
5 - Problem Solving
6 - Attitude

The test is administered in twb parts, with
subtests #1 through #5 in one sectionk and subtest
#6 in a second section.

(1)Available from CTB/McGraw-Hill, Monterey,
California.
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The students are classified according to whether
or not they were participating in specific
planned Career Education activities. As explained
previously, the students are also classified as
to public and private school. No locally pre-
pared tests were utilized at these grade levels.

Teacher outcomes at the middle school level are
measured in the same manner -as previously described
for the elementary school teachers.

The results of student outcomes are discussed
below.

For grades 6-8, the CMI was administered to a
sample of students randomly selected from parti-
cipating clasrooms. In this case, participating
is defined as 3 or more field trips and non
participating is 1 or 0 field trips. Raw scores
and national averages were provided by the
scoring service for the six sub tests. Standard
deviations were calculated by project personnel.

For 6th graders, the overall-mean score on each
sub test exceeds the national average (See Table
IV -87). In comparing participating and non
participating groups, only on sub test #5 does the
participating group do better. Also, the private
school students exceed the public school students
on all sub tests except #3. It is interesting
to note thLt the standard deviation on sub test
#6 is quite a bit larger for all groups than on
the .other 5 sub test8.

*

For 7th graders, the overall mean score on sub
tests #1 and #3 are lover than the national aver=
age (See Table IV -84). They exceed the national
average on the other 4 sub tests. On sub tests
#2 and #3, the participating and non participating-
students are about equal. On the other 4 sub tests,
the non participating.students do better than does
the participating gropp. ,Vi.gain, the private
school students do better than the public school
students in all sub tests with the exception of
test #4. As with the 6th graders, the standard
deviation on sub test #6 is larger tor, all groups
than on the other 5 sub tests.

For 8th graders, the participating students and
the private school students score lower than the
national average on sub test #1 (See Table. IV-89).
On all other sub tests, local averages exceed
the national averages. Only on !Lit) test #5 do the
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particiAting students exceed the non participating
students. The public school students do better
than the private school students on sub tests #1
through #4. The standard deviation for all groups
on sub test #6 is lower than those for ehe 6th
and 7th graders and is about equal to the standard
deviation of the other sub tests.

Except for 8th grade students, the general trend
is that *1 participating students do bettet than
participate ng students and private school students
do better than public school students. Only at
the 8th grade level do -the public school students
exceed the private school students. Only on two-
sub tests at the 7th grade level do the local
groups fall below national averages. On all other
sub tests at the 3 grade levels, the national
averages are exceeded by local averages.

For teacher outcomes, the PTO results are discussed
below (See Table TV-90).

On Factor 2, Teacher Satisfaction, the workshop
teachers drop from 42nd to 30th percentile and
the non workshop teachers exhibit a dr'amatic drop
from 87th'to 42nd percentile. The public school
teachers drop greatly from 56th to 12th percentile
while the private school teachers increase frbm
91st to 99th percentile; a highl gffirtaant
increase when one considers th regression effect:
Overall, the middle school tea hers drop from the
62nd to 34th percentile, on Factor 2.

For Factor 6, Curriculum Issues, the workshop
teachers increase significantly from 13th to
39th percentile, while the non workshop teachers
decrease.irom 73rd-to 60th percentile. The public
school teachers increase from 20th to 21st percen-
tile and the private school teachers increase'
from 95th to 99th percentile (again, against the
regression effect). Overall, the middle sshool-
teachers increase from 38th to 49th percentile.

Considering Factors 2 and 6 together for middle
school teachers, the non workshop teachers exceed
the workshop teachers and the private school
teachers exceed the public school teachers on
both pre and post tests. As previously stated
for elementary teachers, the large differences on
the pre test might indicate that the samples might
be drawn from different teacher populations.
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D. Secondary School Component

1. Activities

Perhaps the most successful activity Ideveroped
during the first year of the project is the 9th
grade apprenticeship program. Although the
students are classified in the secondary component,
the actual work in developing the apprenticeship
program was carried out by the Career Guidance
and Middle School project coordinators. Beford
any actual work with students began, it was
necessary for counselors and/or administrators
to fully understand the purpose of the project.
The cooperation of teachers who were to be involved
was 'essential. Participating students missed
approximately half of their classes for five
consecutive days. Those who were involved in the
pilot study were held responsible for notifying
their instructors and completing their home-
school class assignments in addition ,to the
work required at the Career ESperience site.

The first student contact came through a general
assembly Of all ninth grade students (epproximately
300) early in the school year.

Assembly activities included:

. A slide preentation of all available
Career Experience sites,

. A brief written explanation of the pro-
gram for student and parent information
(See Appendix IV -8),

. A brief verbal explanation of the
program,

. An application form indicating student
interest and parental consent. keturn
date and place for this form were also
indicated to students at this time
(See Appendix IV-8), and

. . A discussion session after group dir-
missal, to answer individual student
inquires.

Approximately one week after the inttial student
contact, coordinators of the program were avail-
able for an entire day to collect completed
application forms and to discuss, items of concern
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to students considering the program. Study periods,
time between classes, lunch periods and class
release time were used as ways of freeing students
to meet with project coordinators. - Notification
posters and public address announcements stating
the date, time, and place for collection of forms
and availability of home-schdol counselors were
found to be an effective means of getting general
program information tostudents. Approximately
185,students from'a total possible of 293 students
'(63%) applied for the program.

Application forms were received and a master
schedule of ninth grade Career Experience visits
was developed and disseminated to the appropriate
personnel'.

A small group meeting involving all students sche-
duled to have a Career Experience during any given
month was held to discuss:. :

. Safety factors and precautidns on the
job site,

. Special clothing required,

. ProceAures for gaining permission from
appropriate school personnel were out-
lined (See Appendix 1V-8), and

. Directions and procedures to be observed
at the job site.

Although two evaluation forms were submitted for
each participtting ninth grade student, (See
Appendix IV -8) it is felt that more meaningful
personal interaction between school personnel and
student participants (such as grotip counseling
services) would be extremely beneficial in
addition to these checklists. On a 5 point scale
(1=low and 5t.high), overall program ratings by
the 120 ninth grade students who participated in
the Career Experience Pr6gram and completed the
evaluation forms average 4.2: The 20 AVTS teachers
give the program a 3.9 average, and the 96 AVTS
upperclassmen also rate the program at the 3.9
on the average. These data are presented in
Appendix IV-8.

A total of 152 9th grade students participated in
the first year of the 9th grade Career Experience
program. -49 students took advantage of the oppor-

x
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tunity to have a second experience. 31 of these
49 students visited the same career area on both
career ex lences%

A serious concern on the part b the project staff
was that this program would become a "pre-vo-tech"
program rather than a true Career Exploration'
experience. However,.results show that only 46%°
of participating ninth grade students applied for
admission to the AVTS and only 63% of ninth
graders applied for the 9th grade Career Experience
program.. A summary of these findings is presented
in. Table IV-91.

Other activities at the secondary level that were
successfully completed,include:

. A Career Militia Day was conducted in
cooperation with the USAR to provide
students with the Opportunity to explore
career possibilities in the military,
with particular emphasis an the vast
number of civilian related job's available
in the milftary,

. A.Career Educatipn Symposium was conducted
in cooperation with the Depdrtmeht of
Industrial Relations, St. Francis College,
Loretto, Pa. Ttie theme, "Career Education
and the World'of Work," focused on secon-
dary and post secondary career education
(See Exhibit IV-5),

. Several aeianced students in a biology
class at Bishop Carroll High School
conducted independent' study projects in
the Environmental Control Technology
course at the AVTS,

. An interdisciplinary art project Was
completed that involved students from
art, welding, and drafting,

. Several business education students from
the participating high schools completed
mini courses at the AVTS in keypunching
and/or cash register operation, to supple-
ment their business education course work;
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Six seniors in plumbing, at the AVTS spent
two days at Union. Headquarters in
Belle Vernon, Pa., learning about union

. organization. These seniors then made
reports to other classes in the construc-
tion trades career areas,

. Selected Horticulture/Floriculture
students visited all six sending high
schools wth special floral displays and
,worked with Students in each high school
on taking orders and selling flowers,

. A total of 9 secondary school teachers
attended the 4-day workshop prior to
the opening of school in August 1973,

. A Greer Resource Center (CRC) was
established late in the school year at the

' Central Calmbria High School and materials
received for the CRC at Biship Carroll
High School, and

. An Information Service on Career oppor-
tunities was developed by the Career
Guidance project personnel and piloted .

with seniors in one of the participating
high schools. (See Appendix IV-9)

2. Testing and Evaluation

Two test instruments are utilized to measure
student outcomes'in grades 9-12. The CMI was
administered to 139 students in grades 9-12,.
classified according to whether or not they were
participating in specially planned Career Education
activities. As explained'previously, the students
are also classified as public or private school.
The second student outcome instrument is a locally
developed test, the Career Decision Questionnaire
(CDQ). See Appendix IV-10 for a discussion of
the pilot study using approximately 700 AVTS
students for factor analysis, reliability, means,
and standard deviations. Teacher outcomes at the,
high school levelcare measured Ln the same manner
as described for elementary and middle school
teachers (See Appendix IV-6).

The results for student outcomes are discussed ---

below.

For students in grades 9-12, the Career Maturity
Inventory (CMI) was, administered to -a sample of

O
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students .randomly Selected from. two :Categories,
participating and non.participating students.
For the ninth graders, participating students *.

were selected from those in the apprenticeship-
program. For grades 10-12, students involved in
special career education, activities are defined
as participating. Scoring was provided, as
described for the middle school students.

For 9th graders, participating students and public
school studentg score b &low the national average
on su1b test #1 (See Table IV-92). All student
groups exceed 'the national average on the other
.5 sub tests. The participating students exceed
the non participating students on sub test #4 and
the two groups are about equal on sub test #6.
On the other 4 sub tests, the non participating
students fare better than the participating
students. dh sub tests #3 and #6, the.public
school students' do better than the private school
students-. On the other 4 sub tests, these outcomes
are reversed, wi rfvate exceeding public.
It is interesting to. ote that on sub tests #1, #2,.
?3, and #6, the standard deviations for iprtici-
pating'students are greater than for not' partici-
pating students. Only on sub test #6:is the
standard deviation for private schools greater
than for public schools.

For 10th graders, although the local averages
are above the national average on al but sub test
#6, the participating students score .belowothe
national average on sub tests #3 and #4 (See
Table IV-93).

Also, both'public and privete,students fall below
national average am sub test #6. On all sub tests,
the participating students store less than the
non participating students.. In addition, the stan-
dard deviations for all. eix sub tests are greater
for participating than non participating students.
The private school students exceed the public
school students on all 6 sub tests. On sub tests .
#4 and #6 the public school standard deviations
are quite a bit larger than for the private
school students. On the same two'sub tests,
the participating students have standard deviations
quite a bit larger than the non participating
students. ,.

For 11th grade students, all groups score higher
than the national average on all sub'tests
(See Table IV-94). The participating students
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dobetter on sub tests #2 and #3 and are about
equal with the non,participating students on
sub test #6. The non participating students do
better on the other 3 sub tests.., The private
school studentsexce6d the public school students
on all 6. sub tests.- On sub tests #1 through #5:
the standard deviations for the private school
students are quite a bit smaller than for publid
school stubients. On suV'test #6, the standard
deviations for all 0.Assifications'are smaller
than at the lower grades.

For
a

the, 12th grade groups, the students score above.
the-national averag on5 of the 6 sub tests
(See Table IV-95). ,Oh sub test #1, the private
school students are the only classification npt
to fall below'the,national.average. On sub tests
#1, #2, and #4, the participating studentsexceed
the non participating students. The.standard
deviations for all, classifications across all
sub tests are abet equal except for participating.
students and public school studentson sub test
#6, where thdse values are quite a bsitaarger than
the others.t, A.00

The Career. Decision Questionnaire -(CDQ) was
adininistered,to-a random sample of students in
grades 9-12,.lassified as participating and non
yarticipating. A t test shows no statistical"
significance at any grade level. (See'Table IV-96).
It is interesting to note that the 9th grade
students participating in the apprenticeship
program score-highest and have the largest stan-

,dard deviation. See Appendix IV-10 for a
'discussion of the CDQ.

The results for teacher outcomes on the PTO are
discussed beloW. (See TableIV-97)

On Factor 2, Teacher Satisfaction, the workshop
teachers decrease dramatically from 98th to 49th
percentile. The non workshop teachers decrease
from the 18th to the 4th percentil.e. (against the
regression effect):

The public school teachers decrease from 18th to
nd percentile and the private school teachers
ecXeage from 27th to 11th percentile.

For Factor 6, Curriculum Issues, the workshop
teachers increase dramatically froth 9th-,to 91st-
percentile! The non workshop teachers decrease-
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from. 49th" to 38th percentile. The public school/.
_teachers increaseJtom 54th to 60th'percentile.
,.Overall, the secondary.schooI teachers incrdase_
from the 41st to 44th percentile.

- .

Conside4ng Factors 2 and 6 togethet there are
no obviousi'or consistent trends as is evident
with the elementary an'd:middle 'school teachers.
The workshop teachers have a large decrease on
Factor 2 but still .are significantly better than
the non workshop teachers. On Factor 6, the
workshop teachers have an unusually large jncrease,
82 percentile points, whereas the non,Workshop
teach'ers lose 11 percentile points.. The public
school instructors are lower on both the pre. and
post tests than the private.schdbl teacrs. As
mentioned previously for the elementary and-middle
school teachers,, tile large 'differences on pre
test scores seem to indicate that the samples
might be drawn from different teacher populations.

E: Other Support Activities

1. Career Guidance and Counseling

Career Guidance and CounseV.ng is viewed as a
curriculum oriented activity. Project counseling
personnel assume the roie'of consultants for
guidance related activities in assisting
participating teachers and other project personnel.

For the most part the activities involving Career
Guidance and Counseling are incorporated in the
various, components of the ], -12° program, as
previously:described. Examples by component
include:,

Elementary
Supplemental classroom units entitled
M Book About'Me (grade 1) and This Is
e Wade 3) have been adapted TTISETEe,

Syracbse, N.Y. 'Career Educati5n project.

.of . Middle School'
. AffectiTeTEIts dealing with personal
interest, ability; and choice in relation-
ship to the career selection process have
been conducted, with 8th grade Art Club
students at the Central Cambria School.
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I

A six week Treasure Hunt. unit dealing, with
self-confidence and 1'5decision making
process has been conducted with the entire

- 6th grade at the' Holy Name School.

High SchO6/-....,

The 9th grade Career Experience Program .

has been developed and implemented by the
guidahce and counseling personnel on the
project staf

Other Career Guidance and Counseling related
involvement by project staff include:

. Review and s.election of materials for the
career Resource Centers at all grade levels,

Development of, a computeriped Information

,11
for middle school and high school

students, and 2

. Assistance in testing students and teachers
and development of the CDQ.

o

2. Pbst Secondary. Component

Local planning for a floating community college
conducted Uhder'separate funding is behind
schedule and the.first planning stage is not
quite complete at this time..

Exploratory, discussions hAve been held with
staff members at St. Francis, College, Mt. Aloysius
Jr. College and Indiana University of Pennsylvania.
for activities to be conducted during the'second"
project year.

3. Community Involvement
A

A parents' night was held at the AVTS with approx-
mately 35 persons attending. A discussion of
the Career Education concept and more specifically,
the involvement of local schools in this project
was conducted. A slide preseitation showing
current prOject activities was used 'as a starting
point for discussion.

For in-School activities, nearly a ll field trips
have had several parents involved. Also, qeveral
resource persons from the community have mde class-
v)om4Pprebsentations, as described previously.

5?
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For in-school activities, nearly all field trips
had several parents involved and several resource
persons from the community made classroom presen-
tations, as describe previously,

A sample of parents and local businessmen has
been tested, using the same instrument as was
used with teachers, (i.e. the CEIF). As stated
previously for .teacher outcomes,' the 3rd party
evaluators report on these test results will
suffice for this report. Further discussion of
the CEIF test insttument'id presented. in Appendix
qM-6. ,

As part of the standard operating procedures of
an AVTS, a placement,. counselor and twocooperative
education instructors have'been hired as part of
the operating staff of the school. All three of
these profeSsional personnel were located with
the research project staff for-a period of five
months to become acquainted with the Career
Education activities, prior td assuming their
respective positions in the operational component
of the AVTS.

4. Testing and Evaluation

As part of the planned Career Education testing
activities for the project, the following have
been accomplished:

. Approximately 750 elementary, students
have been tested with a locally developed
instrument,-the ECAQ,

. 139 middle school students have been
tested with a national standardized
instrument; the CMI,

. 139 secondary level students have been
tested with the CMI,

133 secondary level students have been
tested with 'a locally developed test.
instrument, the CDQ,'

. A pilot group of 691 AVTS students in
grades 10-12 have been tested with the
,CDQ,

J28 elementary, 31 middle school, and
52 high school instructors have been
tested with a national standardized test,
the PTO,
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. 26.elementary,.28 middle school, 'and 52
high school instructors have been tested
with a locally developed test instrument,
the CEIF,

. 47 parents and 73 businessmen have been
tested with the CEIF, and.

. The data from the above testing program
have been analyzed and the results pre.-
Sented in this report.

Additional comments'on the' testing program are
presented here. As stated previously, the mid
year notification of a 46% cut in project funding
for the second and third years of the project,
and a subsequent suggestion that first year
project spending be reduced wherever possible for
the purpose of carrying over surpluS first year
funds into project year two, 'necessitated an
immediate reduction in test related activities to
,theminimum necessary for the successful operation
of the project. The statistics department of
Indiana University of Pennsylvania was contracted
to perform statistical analysis of the data
collect'd from these tests. Computer printouts
of all data were provided to the 3rd party
evaluators and local project staff examined the
statistical results for possible significant
findings. In addition to results previously
reported under each grade level component of
the project, some interesting outcomes have'been
observed.

Although the ECAQ exhibits a respectable cooef-
ficient.of reliability (pre test; rick = 0.66 and
post test; rids = 0.64) there is some, question of
content validity. For example, question #8
lists 17 occupations which cover only 4 of the 1
USOE clusters. In some cases, terns that could
be almost synonomous or would have' more familiar
synonyms in an elementary student's mind are used.

For example,' the terms,waitress, cafeteria worker,
and cook are all .presented; whereas 'maintenance
man is a general'term that may or maynot include
"janitor" or a "maid" in a student's mind.

Specific items on the ECAQ in questions #7 and #8'
'point out the prOblems involved in developing a
general test instrument for all student populations.
As previously described, the priyate school
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students' residences are more geographically
restricted than the those of the public school
students. Most of the'private school students
live in Ebensburg, the county seat. Also, the
.organizational structures of the public and private
schools are different .enough to elicit different
correct answers to the same questions. Examples
illustrating the above two factors are listed'
below:

There is no secretary in ,the private school,

. There are two dress factories in Ebensburg,

. There is a policewoman in Ebensburg,

There are two pharmacies in Ebensburg,

Students in grades 7 and 8 at the private
school are used frequently to help the
teacher; thus, the possible teacher aide
connotation,'

The private school principal does substi-
tute teaching, and

More public school students are bussed
than private school students.

Questions #1 through #6 can be reworked to reduce
the amount of confusion, particularly as it
relates to the classification of housewife. In
general, the ECAQ can be considered as a good
starting point for further test development.
However, as is ususlly the case with 'locally
developed tests, proposed additional work is
needed on reliability and validity under more
controlled conditions-of,student population and
student participation.

Similar problems with student population and _

participation with the middle school and high
school students 'exist.

In general, pre test data seem to indicate that
students in the classifications "field trip/no.
field trip" or "public/private" are from different
student populations. This situation, plus
previously, described questions of content validity
of testing instruments, preclude any detailed or
firm conclusions when dealing with comparisons
of groups., Howevei, some general trends have
been observed that raise questions for further
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investigation under more controlled conditions.
Treatment contamination occurred as a result of
the field trip moratorium and the fact that the
middle school students did not participate as
intact classrooms. Contamination at the high
school level also occurred due to the volunteer
nature of participation'of few students from each
of several classes. -

In general, students participating in Career
Education activitied did not do as well as students
not participating. However, the group variance
(standard deviation),.in general, was greater for
students participating in Career Education
activities. It might be concluded that the Career-
Edu ation activities were much less structured
tha the tr ditional classrbom activities and
res lted in tudents who were participating be-
coming less re of their responses because they
were exposed to many more options, which could
result in a more heterogeneous group of responses
with fewer "Forrect" answers.

As with the students, several factors have been
identified that would preclude any firm conclusions
based on test data obtained from teachers, as
follows:

. Pre test data seem to indicate that teachers
in either the "workshop/non workshop" or the
"public /private" classifications are from
different teacher populations,

./The public school teachers were in the
'middle of extended salary negotiations at
the time of post testing,

. The public middle school teachers were in
their first year as a separate school and
the- organizational climate was in a period
of flux during their first year of
operation, and

The PTO Factors Z and 6, were not as
-closely related to project objectives as
had first been thought.
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CHAPTER I

History and Background
A

The Admiral Peary Area Vocational - Technital School-in Ebensburg,

Pennsylvania, received fundidg throiigh Part 6of Public Law 90-576 in July,

1973,' to implement an exemplary project entitled "Language Experience Based

Awareness + Hands On Exploration + Competency Based Preparation = A School

Based Total Career Education Model:" Administration .of the program 'was
.

assigned to the Research Coordinating Unit which is also administering a

curriculum research and development project under PartC discretionAry funds.

students:

O

The project is designed to provide the following results for

-- Increase the self awareness of each student and stimulate

fav rable attitudes about the personal, social and economic

significance of work.

,--Make elementary students aware of the Broad range of options

open to them in the world of work.

--Provide career orientation and exploratory experience for junior

high or middle school students.

--Provide job preparation in a wide variety of, occupations, to

students in grades 10-14, with special emphasis on work

experience aril cooperative education opportunities

Admiral Peary Area Vocational - Technical

a variety of courses for'students from six area High schools. The first year

(poi (APAVTS) offers

of the project called for involvement of one public (Central Cambria School

District) and one private school system (Holy Name Elementary School and

60
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Bishop Carroll High School). Expansion to the remaining five public school

districts was fanned for the second and th1.0 project year.

Among planned first act vities we re

1. Literature searches, identification of useful resource material,

pilot testing of m terial and purchase of materials.

.4.
2. Field trips to APAVTS and other locations for e/ementary-and

middle schOol stud nts.-

3. Identification and utilization of classroom speakers.,

4. Coordination of fi101d trips with classroom activities.

5. Apprenticeship program for ninth grade students, including

counseling and hands on experiences at APAVTS.

6. Exposure to career fields for 10 - 12 grade students.

7. Workshops and in-servicetraiding for teachers.

8. Establishing Career Resource Cedters in each school building

A

and provibe appropriate materials.

All elements of this plan of work were explored, at least briefly,

during the first Project year. However, the sequence of events was not

synchronized in some instances. For example,.many field trips to APAVTS were

conducted for elementary and Middle school students which had no connettion

(prior to or after the event) to classroom activities.

The heavy scheduling of field trips in September, October anrC

November created a number of problems, most of which had been resolved at the

time of this report.
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CHAPTER II

Evaluation Procedures /,

Educational Serviceo, Inc. (ESI), of Waco, Texas, was seleeted to

perform indepenaent,_third-party evaluation'of the project in August', 1973.

The initial visit by eValuatdis occurred August 22,r 24,-.1973.

This visit resulted in the preliminary evaluation design an selection of

test instruments, adequate to support the desired outcomes.

Evaluators met with the project director September 9, 1973,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to receive results of pre-tests administered to

faculty members.

The next on site visit occurred November 12 16, 1973, when three

evalUators visited this project. During this visit, problems related to

field vips,were diseussed and assistance offered to staff members in planning

and sequencing activities.

A memo detailing evaluation requirements was discussed with the

prbject director in Januai-y, 1974. Plans were made for ESI to secure pre

test data as soon as possible. Also in January, ESI arranged for several

members of the project staff to visit ongoing career education projects in

Syracuse N.Y. Evaluators spent April 15'- 18, 1974, on site. Random

.

samplings of faculty attitudes were acquired and revisions to the original

evaluation design were negotiated. Some pre test data was made available.

Final on site visit occurred June 12 - 14, 1974, at which time

all data was to be collected by evaluators. However, technical problems

prevented this. ESI received final data results, in mid-July, 1974, hence

the lateness of this report.
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In attempting to measure student outcomes, ESI and project, personnel

expeiienced difficulty is identifying adequate, reliable test.insCruments.

Some national tests were used, ESI developed some unproved tests and 'project

personnel developed specific tests.
9

As is common to most career education projects, existing test

instruments were not adequate to measure spdcified outcomes% Otter problems
0

were encountered; i.e., contamination of.c-ontrol groups,'late.transmittal

of pre test data.

Every effort has been made to overcome these problems, but they

do serve to emphasize the need for better test instruments, by grade levels,
I

relating specifically to career educati9n, goals and objectives.

All tests were administered by project'persOnnel and/or clAssrooth
if

a

teachers with the exception of the random sampling of faculty attitudes conduct'e'd

by ESI. Data was tabulated and'analyzed accqrding to ,specifications-

lished))), project personnel. ESI has extracted necessary data from that

provided by the project. In only (re instance, scoring and tabulating

results of pre and post workshop faculty attitudes, has.ESI been given access,

to actual test instruments or been allowed to tabulate and analyze'data

independent of project personnel. ESI understands that data analysis was

performed in conjunction with Indiana University of Pennsylvania.

The final evaluation design is displayed in Chart I on the following -

pageA.
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VARIABLE OBJECTIVE
MEASUREMENT AND/OR

OBSERVATION
DATA C

SC
.

Awareness of family
jobs . ,

.

1:, At least 80 percent of
"elementery.students
can, name and describe
the occupation or job

' of their patents
.

.

v

.ESI Career. Awareness
Questionnaire (248-03)

.

i
Personal interviews and
staff observations

.

Pre-test
Sept., 197

Interview

Post -test
May, 1974

AwareneSs of
community jobs

.

:-

2, At least 80 percent
- of students accurate-

ly identify jobs
which occur in their '
srchools acid com-
munities

,

, ESI Career Awareness
Questionnaire (248-03)

.

Pre-test
Sept., 197

Post-test
May, 1974

PerceptiOns ofim-
portancp and satis-
faction with jobs.

an.
Y' ,

0

80 percent of students
indicate - belief. that

.a.,11 job levels are ,

important

80 percent of students
indicate belief that
job satisfaction is.
important.

-ESI Elementary Career
Awareness Questionnaire
(248-03

.

,

1

Pre-test
Sept., 197

Post-test
May, 1974

.

.

.

,
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OBJECTIVE

EiMAPIP kall um 1.1
MEASUREMENT AND/OR

OBSERVATION
DATA COLLECTION

SCHEDULE

1. At least 80 percent of
elementary students
can name and describe
the occupation or job
of their parAllts

. ,,

.

ESI Career Awareness
Questionnaire (248-03)

Personal interviews and
'staff observations

a

Pre-test
Sept., 1973

.

Interview March 1974

Post-test
May, 1974

2. At least 80 percent- ;.ESI
.. of'students accurate-

ly identify jobs
which occur intheir
schools and com-
munities

Career Awareness
Questfonnaire (248-03)

.

..

Pre-test .

Sept.,, 1973

Post-test
May; 1974 ,

3. 80 percent of. students
. indicate belief that

all job'levels are
important

80 perCent of students"
indicate belief that
job satisfaction is
important.

ESI Elementary Career
Awareness Questionnaire
(248-03)

.
..

..

Pre-test
Sept., 1973 .

Post-test
May, 1974

,
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VARIABLE OBJECTIVE
MEASUREMENT AND/OR

OBSERVATION

I. 'Level of- teacher
awareness of the
Career Education ,

I. a, 85 percent of
teachers informed
about experiences
and materials for
Career Education

a. ESI Teacher Form
(248-01)

\ %
'

b. ESI Teacher Form .

1 (248-01)
-

.

.

c. ESI Teacher Form
(248-01A)

d. ESI Teacher Form
(248-01A)

.

.

.

Pre te
August

Worksh
August,

Post t
May, 1

.

.

.program

y

.

,

rn

,

.

.

-b.., 85 percent of
teachers under-
standing basic v
Career Education-
goa s

c. 85 percent of
teachers were able
to describe stu-
dent objectives

d., 85 percent of
teachers able to
give example
relating student
objectives to a
unit study for
their classroom

.2. Level of acceptance
of perceived impor-
Lance of Career

2. - a.. 35 percent. of
teachers giving
an "important"

a.. ESI Teacher Form ,
(248-01)

Pre tes
August-

Education program. or "very important' Worksho
rating to the
basic Career

, August,
. Educaticiiiijals Post te

May, 19
&

b. Obtain measure- b-lCareer Activity January
ments of teachers Checklist (RCU #13)

about
.

.feelings
project progress b-42ESI 248-010' January.

and 1: elated Faculty Attitudes'
. activities

hal A
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MEASUREMENT AND/OR DATA COLLECTIONOBJECTIVE OBSERVATION SCHEDULE

1. a. 85 percent of
teachers informed
about experiences
and materials for
Career Education

b. 85 percent of*
teachers under-
standing basic
Career Education
goals

c. 85 percent of -

teachers were able
to describe stu-
dent objectives

d. 85 percent of
teachers able to
give example
relating student
objectives to a
unit study for
their classroom

. ESI Teacher Form
(248-01)

ESI Teacher Form
(248- 1)

c. ESI Teacher Form
*(248-014 \0

. ESI Teacher Form
(248-01A)

Pre test
August-Sept.', 1973

_
Workshop Post testa
kugust, 1973

Post test
May, 1974

a. 35 percent of
teachers giving
an "important"
or "very important'
rating,to the
basic Career
EducatiTiF)als

b. Obtain measure-
ments of teachers
feelings about
project progress
and related
activities

. eitTeacher Form
(248-01)

b4Career Activity
Checklist (RCU #13)

11)Z ESI 248-010
Faculty Attitudes a

Pre test
August-Sept., 1973

Workshop Post test
August, 1973

Post test
May, 1974

January, 1974

January. 1974



VARIABLE

.cis
d wig mil Nil yr

OBJECTIVE
MEASUREMENT AND/OR

OBSERVATION
. DAT

V.

Teacher perceptions
about student.im-
provements via Career
Education

. 80 percent of teachers
indicate that their
students can signifi-
cantly increase:

a. their motivation
in school

b. their achievement
in school as a
result of the.
.Career Education
program

Questions J and,K
ESI 248-01 (revised)

Post tee
May, 197

,. Level of teacher
'.satisfaction with
their own work ,-

75

Teacher satisfaction
with their own work
will significantly
increase during the
school year

Use of Purdue teacher Pre test
Questionnaire concerning August,
morale
Factor 2- Post tes
Factor 6 May, 197

76



-min Irak

OBJECTIVE

Oil MOO ONO 11 S S MN -Ili
4

MEASUREMENT AND/OR DATA COLLECTION
- OBSERVATION SCHEDULE

80 percent of teachers
indicate that their
students can s4nifi-,
cantly increase:

a. their motivation
in school

, b. their achieveMent
in school as a
result of the
Career Education
program

Questions J and.K
ESI 248 -01 (revised)

Post test
May, -1974

k7

Teacher satisfaction
with-their own work
will significantly
increase during the
school year

0

75

Use.of Purdue teacher
Questionnaire concerning
morale
Factor 2
Factor 6

76

Pre test
August, 1973

Post test
May, 1974

.10
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MEASUREMENT AND/OR DATA
OBSERVATIONVARIABLE OBJECTIVE

. General career
awareness

-

I. .

1. 65 perc.ent of in-
.

.

CMI
Factor 2-Compentency Test

.

.

j

Experim
groups
April,

volved 6th,7 h
and 9th gra stu-
dents will score
above the mean of
the non-involved
group indicating
greater career aware-
ness

.

.

Student self-under-
standing

.

a
CO

.

t.

2, -Irivolved 6th,7th,8th,
Atd 9th graders will
exhibit more positive
attitudinal per-
ceptions than students
in non-treatment
groups indicating
Career Education

CMI
Attitude Scale
Factors 1 and 3 -of the
Competency Test

--"'

,

.

78
.

- , I

Experim
groups
April,

.

.i,

A

.

activities aid in
student maturation.
65 percent of in-
volved students will
score above the mean
for non-involved
students

,

.

.

77
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MEASUREMENT AND/OR DATA COLLECTION
' OBSERVATION SCHEDULEOBJECTIVE

./

1.

.

65 percent of in-
volved 6th 7th,8th,

,

CMI
pLetimr-2-Compentency Test

Experimental and control
groups
April, 1474

.

and 9th grade s u-
dentd w ae-
above the-mean of
the non-involved
group indicating
greater career aware-
ness

.

2.

,

Involved 6th,7th,8th,
Atid 9th graders will
exhibit more positive
attitudinal per-
ceptions than studentE
in non-treatment
groups. indicating.
Career Education

CMI
o

Attitude. Scale
Factors 1 and 3
Competency Test

-,,,

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

-of the

.

78

-

Experimental and control.
groups

.

April, 1974

.

.

, .

b

r
.

T/

,
,

.

activities aid in
student maturation.
65 percent of in-
volved students will
score above the mean

.

for non-involved
students

1

77
.
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VARIABLE OBJECTIVE
MEASUREMENT AND/OR

OBSERVATION
,

3.

,

.

.

Decision-making
process of students

.

'

._, -

-----__

O\
.o

,
,

.

..
..' ..

.
. .

,.

3.

.

a.

0

...

79

90 percent of 9th
graders partici-
pating in appren-
ticeship programs
will exhibit
positive feelings
toward experiences
and informs on
gained

,

.

4

.

.

.

Student Apprenticeship ,Novembe
Checklist (RCU #05)

.

,
.

.

.

.

.

.

. 80

110

May, 19

..

.
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MEASUREMENT AND/OR DATA COLLECTION'
OBJECTIVE OBSERVATION SCHEDULE

a. 90 percent of 9th
graders partici-
pating in appren-
ticeship. programs
will exhibit
positive feelings
toward experiences
and information
gained

-79

Student Apprenticeship
Checklist (RCU #05)

November, 1973 through
May, 1974

83



N. minitE

VARIABLE .

MEASUREMENT AND/OR
OBJECTIVE. OBSERVATION

fa%

A

I.

.

Level of teacher
awareness of the
Career Education

1.

r

.

a. 85 percent of
teachers informed
about experiences
and materials for
Career Edudatton

ESI Teacher Form (248-01;

.

.

ESI leacher Form (248-01;

)

Pre Tes
August

Worksh
August,

Post:Te
May, 1

program .

. 4

35 percent of
.teachers under-.
tanding basic

Career Education
goals

2. Level of acceptance
of perceived impor-
tance of Career

.

2. a. 35 percent of
teachers giving
an "important" _or
"very importan"
rating to the
basic Career
Educatron05als

ESI Teacher Form (248-01;
. .

// .

Career Activity check-
list (RCU)
ESI (248-010)
(Faculty'attitudes)

.

Pre Te
August

Worksh
August,

Januar

April
April,

Education program

o

_ .

b. Obtain measure-
ments of teachers
feelings about
project progress
and related
activities

.

3.

-

Leyel of teacher
satisfaction with
them-- own work

.

3.

.

Teacher satisfaction
with their own work
will significantly
increase :tu---r7"!--ng school

year .--

Use of Purdue teacher
Opinionnaire concerning
morale
Factors 2 and 6

.

-

Pre te
August

Past t:
May, 1'

.



mamma _)OLD mmi mod Joni Almi

MEASUREMENT AND/OR DATA COLLECTION
OBSERVATION SCHEDULEOBJECTIVE

'es
t

iii

it,

Te
1

1.

.

a. 85 percent of
teachers informed
about experiences
and materials for
Career Education

.,

,

ESI Teacher' Form (248-01;
,

.

ESI Teacher ForM (248-01;
..

.

.

Pre Test- ,

,August-Sept., 1973
4

i

Workshop Post Test
.August, 1973

,

Post Test,
May, 1974

b. ,35 percent of
teachers under- .

standing basic
Career Education

r-,

.

.,.goals

'e ce. 2. a'. 35 percent of
, q

ESI Teacher Form (248-01)
.

.,,,

Pre Test

11

.

- _ teachers giving
an "important" or
"very important'
rating to the
basic Careet

,

August-Sept., 1973.
.

Workshop Post Test
August, 1973

Education goals .

b. Obtain measure-
mentis of teachers
feelings about
project progress
and related
activities

Career Activity check-
list (RCU)
ESI (248-010)
(Faculty attitudes)

January, 1974

Apiii.. High School
April, May -Middle Schod

.

_
.

3. Teacher satisfaction
with their own work
will significantly ,.

Use of Purdue teacher
Opinionnaire concerning
morale

Pre test -
August, 1973

.

t
,

increase during school
year

Factors 2 and 6 '

..

Post test
May, 1974

.

.

.
.

Si. ..
. .

.. ,
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VARIABLE

MOO Ind 411111 MOM MMO 11110,, 111.11 MMO
SENIOR HIGH STUDENTS

OBJECTIVE

O

MEASUREMENT AND /OR
OBSERVATION

A

.

1. General cateer aware-
ness,experience
and attitude

1. 65 percent. of those :
senior high students
involved in special
career-related rlearn--
ing experiences will
score abovemean of
non-Involved Student's

.

CMI all scales
.

Experim
groups,
April,

2. Information and
experience for self
understanding and

1,decision-making in
,c, 7t.r.ms of careers

.

,

,'

.
1--,

,

.

.

.

,..

.-

.

.

,,

.

2.

-

'

Stiident.s in grades
9 through L2 parti- '

cipatiiTg in special
careerrelated
learning experiences
will indicate greater`
diversity of source
of infoi-mation than ,

those not partici-
pating '

..
.

,

.

. .

%

.

.

.

2

83 ,

4

.

.CMI . ''

Factors 4 and .5 of the
competcy Test

cpQ (H. S. edition)
Total score.

;-- .

.

.

.
,

1

- .

.

.

..
..

O

.

,

0 .
.

.

0
-

,-- 84
.

%

,

Experim
groups,
April,

.

.

0

4

.

(

0

4

if '

4.
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MEASUREMENT AND/OR DATA COLLECTION _

0134JECTIVE./ OBSERVATION SCHEDULE

.re-
.

-1-- .,

' -

. .

. - 1 - pi '

A 1: " 65 percent of tbose.
senior "high students
invbived in
catee?-related Pearn-
ing exprilegeS will.
scorz'a ve an- :
nOn-,invol'ves, -tudettts-

I 9 4 ,

GNII' - all scales, '
. - \

\
..

-,

- _ , v

-.

.,
. ,

-Elctierletherttal and control
..grotip'a,
Apr,4'1, 1974,

.

-

cite

,

,,

..,

i

.. ' .
.

6
'Students in, g ades , '
9;t-htou-glt ,1', art il"
cipating in s. :- ciao.'

'career relat:d
,,t, learriing'exp-riefices

will7lindAcat- gr at.-
diyerkity- - u ce .

IzLof infortnat an
those:nbt part-ici
p a t i, n g .a

.. .

-

..0

...,

I
,)

s . .,
.,

6.

, . .

CNII .-

Factors4 and 5 of the
competency Test

, ,
-

CDQ (11-. . edition)
Total score *. . .

; .

,
Z Pt

.

- A

.

. "'

1 .

. ..t
.

% 84,

.Ekpetimental and.

groups,
April, 1974"

A..
'-,---,

s,

.

,

r

v hi* .

0'.

' e

.

-

-

ontrol

,

.
.



VARIABLE'

1. i mien
INN

OBJECTIVE

I p 1 1MO -NM (

MEASUREMENT AND/OR, DA
OBSERVATION

1-.

hr

.

-,-
bevel ,of partntal in-
volvement in Career

1.

`

'

, -
At least 35. percent of

, parents of elementary
students will parti- -

cipate in the Career

r
..

, c,

Teacher Project Report-
Form '

.

... fi -

,
.

'

,

.

,

.

Throug
school

..

.

Education program
.

.,_

. , -

.

, co
- ,
-.., .

n..)-

_

Education_ program by
at least one of the
following

a,., classroom pre-
sentation about
job

,

b. assisting with
field trip

c. classroom visit

d,. other .

2:
. ,

Parental awaTenesS of
Career ,Education

2.

.

More than 35 percent of
randomly selected
parents. of school age
children display 1

positive attitudes
toWatd,coreer .

-

ESI
- ' '

g

,
248 -01
-;

.

-

,

;

Decem

,concepts .

t.
, .

s Education
,

3.

,

Bus ines s- community
'awarTneSs of 'Career .

3 More than 35 percent
of -businessman will
display positive

, jlttitudes toward
Career Education" ,

.

EST,

\

,

248-01

. .Q.,,
,

g

.

,,

e

Decem

c

., Education. conc,epts
0 ,

.
,

, 85
,

,
Q i

,
/
,

.

.

. ,
.
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, . , MEASUREMENT AND /OR

ECTIVE OBSERVATION

. .

gra DATA COLLECTION
SCHEDULE -'

1 v

,,

in-
ter

h

1.

.

At least 35 percent of
parents of elementary
students will parti-
cipate in the Career

,

.

0

Teacher Project Report
Form ,

.

.

.

a

.
.

,

.

.

_

.

<.

I: '

Throughout 1973-74
school year

, ,

.

. .

.

.

,

.

.,

,.

cation program by
at ,east one of the
following:

a. classroom'pre-
sentation, bout
Job

. ,

b. assisting'with
field trip

_ _._.

c. classroom visit

d. othel ,

.

2.

-

More thati 35 percent Of,
randomly selected '

parents, of school age
children display
positive.attitudes
toward Career

.

q

ESI 248-01
.

.

. .-

. .

. .

December, 1973

. . .

.:
.

,

,

,

Education

y
:r

/

/

.

More than, 35 percent
of busihesSMen will
display positive
attitudes toward
Career Education

BSI 248-01

, .

.
.

,

4
.

,

,

.

.

December, 1973

.

.

,

11,

" ,

. ,

..

.

1



CHAPTER III

Elementary Students'''

The Urst year's.effort for elementary students was marred by

too many nonstructured.field trips which resulted in,some degree of student

confusion and teacher resentment. However, this approach was abandoned..
Curriculum units were designed and introduced into the classrooms. Career

Resources Centers were established at each elementary school. By the end

of the 1973 74 school' year, negative aspects had disappeared and progress

was apparent.!

Variable: Awareness of family jobs!

Objective: At least 80 percent of elementary students can name and describe

the occupation or job of their. parents.

Measurement device was established.to be the Elementary Career

Awareness Questionnaire which was originally designed by ESI and revised

by project staff personnel. (See ChartII.) In support of this.testing

project personnel interviewed randomly selected students to cross-
,

check answers to Questions 5 and 6 with school enrollment records.

Table 1 on the following pages indicateS that near the end of

the 1973 74 school year, 82.5 percent of elementary students could

properly describe theit fathers' occupations Of jobs. :It is'interesting .

to note (Table 1) that students not participating in field trips scored

slightly higher than those who,did.
4

I

Students fell below the desired so percent level on QueStion 6,

which concerns lob's' or occupations of mothers. Many students appeared

., ,

confused as o' whether housewife 8 considered a (job. Again, students not
.

,.,,,

73

87

to
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CHART II

Date'

Name
Grade
Room

Elementary Career Awareness Questionnaire

1. Does your fathei work?,
Yes
No
I don't knOW.

2.. Does5Lyour mother work?.
Yes
No
I don't know

3. Do you know what type of work your
Yes
No
In not certain

-

4. Do you know what type of work . your
Yes ,

No
I'm not certain

5. Name thejob which youi father has:

. , Name the 'job which your mother has:

7'. A lot of different jobs are listed
and pUt a check mark by only those
at your school do.

a. Insurance salesman
ID. Principal'
c. Maintenance man
d. Teacher
e. Janitor,
f. Welder-

Radio announcer
Secretary

i. Cook

g.
-h.

74

88

father does?

mother does

below. Look over the list
jobs that people who work

. Newspaper reporter
k. Cafeteria worker
1. 'Waitress
m. Auto mechanic

Sub driver
o

?
Maid

pd Teachers' Aide
q. Salesman



8. Many different jobs are listed below. Look over the list
and place a. cheek mark by those jobs which people in your
town do.

as Telephone, repairman j. Jet pilot
b.\ Cowboy k. Television announcer
c. Grocer I . Dress designer.k

d. Druggist m.' Hardware and .appliance
e. ;Train conductor salesman
f. Paper boy/paper girl n. Architect

1

4'v,-" g. Policewoman o. Fashion Model-
h. Fireman p. TV repairman \
i. 'Farmer , q.. Plumber .

..

9- Look at the jobs listed below.. Check all the jobs in each
group which you think is important..

Group 1. , a. Doctor -.4--

. b. Nurse
c. HoSpital work
d . Amb,u1ance 'drive

Group 2. e. Principal
f. Teacher
g. Janitor
h. Secretary

10. People work at many different jobs. Do you think all jobs
are important? Yes. No

11. Pick the' statement which you believe is true. Put a check
mark by that statement. Pick only one statement.

People can be 'happy only- if
- .

. They halte a job where, they make a lot of money.
They go to college.

c. They have a job which matches what they Can do and
like to db.

a

75

89



, Summary of Results -

Elementary Career' Awareness Questionnaire'

Questions.#5 and /16
Copparison of Pre-Test, Post-Test and Personal
Interview Answers with Student Personal File.'

Question /15 - Name the job which you father has:

10/73

13e-Test
Nt

3/74

InterView
N Nt

5/74
Post-Test -61.

Ny Nt %.
Field
Trips . 25, 44 56.8% 35 .44 79.5%

-

36 44

'

81.8%
Non-Field
Trips 25 36 69.4%

.

30 36 83.3% 30 36 83.3%

. . .

Total 50 80/' 62.5% 65 80 81.3% 66 80 82.)%

Ny = if answers agreeing with inforMation
jNt = # total'respondents

4
,X = ,Ny/Nt

Question 116 Name the job which your mother has:"

16/73
Pre- Test.

Nv Nt' 1

3/74
Interview

Nv Ni .%

in stude,nt file

5/74
Post-Test

Nv Nt

Field
...,,

Trips 24 44 54.5%'

,

38 44 86.4% 29

,

15

.

65.9%
Non-,Field

Trips

p

11. 36 30.6%

.

27

.

36 75.0% 26 36 72.2%

Total --35,

.

80- 43.8% 65
.

80 81.3% . 55 80

.. ,

68.8

Ny = # answers agreeing with' Information :i.n°student file
Nt ,= # total respondents
% = Ny/Nt

r.

76

90
er



I

participating'inlield trips scored higher and Much nearer todesired level

than did those students participating in field trips.

(By these -measurements Ancl observations, this objective was not

accomplished completely. Efforts should; be made to, make students aware that

.
. .

d

work, jobs and occupations occur in ma 'settings, including the home. Responses

--
to Questions 3 ariti--4-44-sylaf essentially the same pattern.

Variable: Awareness of community jobs,

Objective: At least, 80 percent cif students accurately identify jobs which occur

in theirschdols and communities.

QUestions / and 8 of the Elementary Career Awareness Questionnaire

- /

were designed to reflect data related to this objective. (See Table 2)--.

__
Students selected school lobs from a'list of-commonly known occupations. On

7
post-tests, less than SO percent of all students failed to select maintenance

'man, secretary and teachetaaides as jobs

The term, "maintenance man", may not

ir_11-70-Creii-red_i;)-t1;-eir school.

familiar to elementary students. 'The

uGilization of-secretaries in elemon ary school -buildings was not verified;,
6

Howeveg, 90.7 percent of public school students identified this as a school

job. Qnly private school students; on .Post tests, selected teachers' aides.
"7.7

'1*e-extensiveness of Side uttlizatian within the elementary buildings was not'
:'

verified.

On Question,,8, students^ serected jobs which occurred in their

-Communitfes (See Table 2) from.a list which contained'seiren jobs which do ,

hoe occur 4n the immediate vicinity. Students avoided most of the more exotic

job titles, both on pre and post tests. It is interesting to note that most

graupings did not-select "farmer" to the acceptable level, although the area

is surrounded:by farms.

77

91



Table 2

Elementary Career Awareness QuestiOnnaire

N
7 764 (pre-tes), N = 747 (post-test)

Question 7. Pre % Post % Tri

No

% Trip Public Privatei
1. Does your father

work?
a. Yes

b. No ..

c. I don't k .w

91.5

5.5

i 1.3

.

93.6

2.8

2.4-

92:2

3.5

1.5

...

95.1

2.0

.9

93.1

,3.3

1.1

i7
95.0

1.5

1.5
.

. Does your mother
work?
a. Yes' - ,

b. No
.

c. I don't know ;

"
41.6

54.7

2.1

'48.2

49.5

- -

. 1.2

45.3

52.4

LW.

_

51.4.

46.3

1.4

,-,

-V

43,8

544,4

.9

60.3

36.2

2.0

3. to you know .what
type work. your

father does?
a. Yes

b. No

c. I'm not certain

82.2

9.4

--,\. 6.4

.

-8-6.1

6.4

- 4.4

---_,
84.9'

6.5
.

4.8

87.4,

6.3

4.0

'

_

87.2

5.8

3.8-

"82.9

'8,0

6.0

4. Do you know what
type work your
mother does?
a. Yes J ,

b. No

c. I'm not cereain

.

, g, 51.8

25.7

3.4

''.,

61.8

160.
r4v===.---

1.7

-

'

1

.

63.2

11.3

2,0

.

60.3

21.4

1.4

. .

__-....

59.7

17.3'''

1.8

67.8

12.6

1.5

7. A lot pf different.
jobs are listed
below.' Look over

,

the lit and'put a
check mark byonly
those jobs that
people who work at
your school do. ..

..,,

. ..

'

.

I
.

.

d
. -

.

.0,

.

,.

0

,;'
,f

. 78

92
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a

Question 7. Pre

Table 2 (continued

Post

7. (continued)
a. Insurance

salesman

b. P2incipal

c. Maintenance
man

d. Teache'r

e. Janitor

f. Welder '

. .

g. -Radj.o

announcer 19.6 /12.9

(
h. Secretary' 73.0 70.5

8.0 4.1

97.1. 99.1

35.1 43.0

97.3 99:5

92.4 97.3

8.T 2.4

i. Cook

j Newspaper
reporter

k. Cafeteria
worker

1. Waitress

m. Auto
mechanic 4.7 2.1

n. Bus driver '47.6 82.2

o. Maid ,18.5

Nia. Teacher's
aide 67:4 71.5

q. Salesman.

87.0'

10.5

95.0

88.0

13.4

96.9

12.2 7.8

13.4

11.6 7.5

% Trip
No

i% Trip. Public
.%

Private

2.5

99.5

48.9

6.0

9-8:6

. 36.3

3.6

98.7

40.5

5.5

100.0

49.7

99.2 99.7 .99.3 "100.0

98.7 95.7 96.7 99.0

1.8 3.1 2.4 2.5

. ,

11.3 14.6` 15.5. 5.5

69.0 '72.3 90.7 15.1

:88.7 87.1 89.1 . 84.9

16.6 9.7 31.2

98.0 95.7 96.7 97.5

_7.3 8.3 7.8 7.5
V

1..8 2.6 1,3 4.5

77.8 87.1 83.2 79.4

13.1 13.7 17.0 3.5

68.5 74.9 68.2 80.4

9.3` 5.4 6.6 ' 10.1
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Question % Pre

8. Many different jobs
are listed below.
Look over the list,
and place a check
mark by those jobs
which people in your
town do.
a. Telephone

repairman

b. Cowboy

c. Grocer

d. Druggist

e. Train
conductor.

f. Paper boy/
Paper. girl,

g. Policewoman

h. Fireman

i. Farmer

i

k.,

Jet pilot

Television
announcer

, 1. Dress designer

m. Hardware &
appliance
`salesman

n. Architect

o. Fashion model

p. TV rep.airman

9. Plumber

Table 2 (continued)

No %

% Post % Trip' % Trip Publ4g Private

86.3 95.0 95.0 95.1 94.0

T.7 3.2 '3.3 3.1 2.2

82.6 92.8 95.0- 90.3 91.1

70.8 84.9 87.9 g1.4 80.3

52.5 64.4 65.0 63.7 61.9

90.4 94.0 954' 92.6 92.3

72,4 82.7. 86.1 78.9 77.9

94.8 97.3 97.5 97.1, '96.5

54.1 72.6 74.8 70.0 69.7

28.0 47.0 46.1 48.0 41.8.

53.0 68.9 67.3 70.9 62.8

69.3 68.5 . , 70.3 63.0

75.8 87.4 90 :2 84.3 84.1

54.8 66.3- 662 66.3 62.8.

28.5 40.4 38.3 , 42,9 33:9/

87.3 94.8 95.2 94.3 93.2

83.8 91.2 92.9 89.1 88.5

80.

94

97.5 -

71.4

98.5

-96.0

' 99.5

80.4

6is,3

85.9

86.9

96.5

75:9

V.3

99.0

98.5



Question % Pre

Table 2 (continued)

% Post % Trip
No

7.. Trip Public ,Private

9. Look at" the jobs
listed below. . Check

all, the -jobs in each

group which you .

think are "important.

Group 1:
a. Doctor

b. Nurse

c. Hospital worker.

Ambulance driver

Group 2:
e. Principal

f. Teacher

g. Janitor

h. Secretary

59.0

1.7

98,9

96.1

18.1 - 90.6

21.2 . 95.7

58.2 90.5

25.1 - 93.7

8.0 79.8

8.6 80./

98.7

97.2

92.9

96.0

92.7

93:2

80%6

83.1

.99.1

94.9

88 :0

95.4

88,0

94.3

78.9

78.0

98.7

95.6

89.2

94.9

99.5

97.5

94.5

98.0

92.5

93.2 - 95.0

78.8 '82.4

84.5 °70.4

10. People work at many
different jobs. Do
yOu think all jobs
are,important?

a. Yes

b. No

11. Pick the statement
which you. believe
is true. Put
check mark by that
statement. Pick
only one statement.

People can be
--happy only if:

a: They have a job
where they make
a' lot of money.

b. They go to
college.

c. They have a job
which matches
that they can d'o

sand Like to -

86.0

14.0

80.7

19.3

:80.1 - 78.5 86.9

19.9' 18.$ 71 5 13.1

,o

35.7 '-'25.4

9.6 56

68.9 68.9
V.
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1

Data manipulation beyond pre and post test was designed by project

staff in 'a-ri attempt to detedt significant differences between field trip versus

no field trip, as Well as between public school Aid non public school students.

A few isolated incidents did occur, for exa4le 31/2-percent of private school

students versus 6.9 percent of public schoolstudentis indicated that newspaper

reporter was a job which occurreein their school. Although such varianc4s. were

noted, no consistent pattern could be detected. .)

Overall, ESI feels-this objective was achieved and that' elementary

,students are aware of jobs Lich occur in.their schools and commun,ities.

-Variable: *Perceptions of impogtance and satisfaction with jobs.

Objective: 80 percent of students.lndicate belief that all job levels are

important.

Questions 9 and 10 were deigned to gather a relataip to ..this

objective, ,(See Table 1). Question 9 adked st5wienfa to select all important
.

-,i--'

jobs in two-career groupings, health' d educatiati. Post-tests_Tee6lts were
. . . ,

....-

?extremely satisfying.in the health groupings. Results_were acceptable
. _

L. .---/
in the education grouping.

( 0

In response to Question 10 corning importance of all work,

regression occurred on post-tests. Still,. the desired 80'percent overall
D

indicated, that they attached importance to all' work.

ESI feels this objective was accomplished.,

le: Perceptions of importance and satisfaction, with joy.

e: .80 pert of students' indicate belief that job eatisfacti\7 is

important.

Question 11 of the Elementary Career &areness Questionnaire asked
----

students to compete the phrase "People can be hap only if:" Less than
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70 percent overall selected the proper response, "they have a job.47hich.

° matches what they cando and like to do."'.The only group which approached

the desired response level was private school students. Results are dispraye0

in Table 2. c.

ESI feels this objective was
,

notacconip1i6hed d certain program
t 6

revisions are necessary if students are to grasp th sibasir.concept

car6eT education.

In reviewing ,the first year-of the eleMentahy segment of the

w

"career education- project, one,seribus mistake was made, but that has now been

corrected. The mistake involved an over-;emphasis on-field trips with little or

no provision made for followup study and discussion in classrooms.
4

/

The field trip approach was developed in this manner: each

. -elementary class would go on a field trip about once every six weeks to thd

.0

Admi- ral Peary Area Vocational-Tchnical School. .The -classes would go as .

iadividual classes, usually numbering .bout 40 students. The teacher', the

elementary coordinator, and some parents also Wouid,go.

area to be visited at the school would 1)6 determined,by the -\\

elementary coordinator..

o

Jdeally, the field trip program over the year would-hAve"exposed
.

each student to 28 areas of work. However, 1/hen'the eld trip approa4h wss
(

abandoned after four to'five months, the average partkicjpating class had.been'r

on three trips, and had been exposed to only three work areas.

Because of lack'N infoimation, resources mfid-overall coordination',

there were no provisions for followup study and dismiasion in the classroom.

.1
A teacher whose class-had visited a welding area ,at the. vocational-technical

.school., for example, would retufn to the classroom to find therePwas nothing.

83
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to help the class understand. how what it had seen fits into the overall scheme

of jobs and life.,

Teachers had practically no input into the sdheduling,of field

trips or the specific area to be visited at=the vocational-technical'schOol.

Visits only to the' vocational- technical school created a

dependence on the school, became a serious bother to teachers and students

at the. school, and gave visiting students a misleading view of the world of

,work.
4

Massive, wholesale vis114 to different areas at the vocational-

technical school not only proved to be of little or no benefit to visiting

students, but they actually proved to be detrimental in some cases because

they confused the students. Although individual students did not make

very many visits themselves, they were constantly hearing from their friends

about trips they had made.

Under the original career education-plan, two teachers at each

grade level in Central CaMbria and Holy Name elementary schools participated

in the career education activitiesor, as it were, in the field trips. Their

classes represented about 40 percent of the total elementary enrollment.

The field trip approach was selected because it would expose

teacher§ to what was actually going on in the world of work and thus would

better prepare them for the preparation and presentation of curriculums.

However, it soon became obvious that the field trips were at

best a waste of time and at worst a source of great confusion to students, and

perhaps even to teachers. During an on-site visit with career education staff,

EI evaluators suggested a moratorium on field trips during which the staff

could expose themselves to other career education programs and apply their

observations to re-directing their own program.
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This was done. After visit!, to the career education project in

Syracuse, N,Y., and to others nearex to the Ebensburg area. the elementary

coordinatox prepared specific objectives and curriculum packets to support

those objectives far elementary teachers. The objectives related to family,

school and community jobs, with grades four.,and five directed toward awareness

of job clusters.

After a period of travel, review and preparation of classroom

resource material, activities were resumed near the end of March, with these

major alterations:

--The,uograM was opened to all interested elementary teachers,

resulting eventually in the participation of approximately

90 perceot.of the teachers.

--Alimiiwasplacedonfieldtripstothevoational-technical
/

1school, and arrangements and selection of a eas to be visited

were left to individual teachers. This chinge resulted in

trips that were.mote rele-vent to areas berg studied by.classes.

--Trips to other work areas in the communit were encouraged--

in order to give students a broader view of the world of work.

Teachers also were' encouraged to bring in representatives of
. -

business and industry for clas4toom speeches and demonstrations.

I6 assessing the first year of the career education project, ESI

has these observations.:

1. Although much time was wasted during the merry-go-round

period of blind and massive field trips, both staff and teachers benefited

to some degree by learning that this approach was hot the appropriate one;

in other words, they learned better how to'implement the program by learning

how not to implement it.
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2. The value of having career resource materials readily available

to teachers was discovered, and steps were taken to stock career resource

centers and bring them rapidly into operation.

3. With initial problems solved and misunderstandings settled,.

cooperation from teachers, parents and representatives of bysinegs and indudtry

has been excellent.

86
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CHAPTER IV

Junior High and Middle School Students

This segment of the project actually followed two distinct patterns

with one pattern involving students in gra es 6 7 8 and the other pattern

designed for ninth graders.

In the early months, students in grades 6 - 8 went through

field trip experiences very similar to th se of elemen ildren, as

described in Chapter III. For clarity,.t is report will refer to these

activities as middle school. The two mi dle school coordinates were respon-

I

sible for all scheduling and coordinatio of field trips to APAVTS.

t
No pre or post activities we/re planned for classrooms in relation-

ship to the field trip schedule and no cilassroom tie existed. During the

first three months of the 1973-74 schooli year, 21 class trips were made by

410 middle school students.

This approach was abandoned after all available evidence indicated

this was not a practical way to implemnt career education concepts. Program

emphasis has changed to Career Resourde Centers where the two coordinators

can work with small groups of students and faculty members.

Teachers are being encouraged to develop specific units and tie

only anticipated field trips directly to classroom work.

The Career Resource Centers actually opened in May, providing about

two weeks operation for the 1973-74 school year.

The ninth grade effort centered around an apprenticeship program

where ninth grade students actually spent one week at APAVTS in a course area

selected by them. They received hands on experience in their areas of special
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interest and were supervised and evaluated by teachers and journeymen (older

students).

This program served 151 students during the 1973 74 school year.

Variable: General career awareness.

Objective: 65 percent of involved (treatment) 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th graders

will score above the mean of the noninvolved (control) group

indicating greater career awareness.

This objective was measured with Factor 2 of the Career Maturity

./
Inventory which was sele6ted by project staff members. Some contamination

occurred, although the evaluation design called for control and treatment

groups.

Results of data analysis are displayed in Table 3. In only two

instances did treatment gr4up students, either public or private, exceed the

mean established by control students. In comparing treatment control

means with national means, students scored well above nat onal means. The

one exception is eighth grade students in private schools. It should be noted

on Chart III that sample sizes are small.
/

Although national means were met and excee td, no evidence
1/s

I
found that students participating in career education activities possessed

more knowledge concerning occupational information than non - participating

students.

ESI does not believe this objective was accomplished.

Variable: Student self-understanding.

Objective: Involved 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th grade students will exhibit more

positive attitudinal perceptions than students in non-treatment

A 02
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Table 3

Analysis of Data Results (Means)
On Factor 2

Career Maturity Inventory

6th Grade
T* C*

7th Grade

T* C*

8th Grade
T* C*

Public Schools 11; 11.0 12.7 12.1 13.6 14.7

Privat Schools 11.9 12.0 12.4 13.1 11.8 13.6

r
Nati.nal 8.94 xx 10.23 xx 11.59 xx .

Treatment (selected on basis of students who visited three or more course areas)

= Control (selected on basis of students who visited two or less course'areas [Rri

or no course areas [public schools-1).
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Table 3

-Aaalysis of Data Results (Means)
On Factor 2

Career Maturity Inventory

6th Grade
T* C*

7th Grade

T* C*

11.1 II N.J. mil Eli mid

8th Grade

T* C*

9th Grade
T* C*

11.6 11.0 12.7 12.1 ,13.6 14.7 ..12..6 14.6

11.9 12.0 12.4
N

13.1 ' 11.8 13.6 14.2 14.5

xx 10.23 xx
/

11.59 . xx 11.35 xx

selected on basis of students who visited three or more Bourse areas)--

lected on basis of students who visited two or less course areas [private schools]

e areas [public schools]).
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GRADE
PARTICIPANTS
Experimental)

CHART III

CMT Part _D

Administered 4/16-4/19/74

NONPARTICIPANTS
(Control)

PARTICIPANTS
(Experimental)

NONPARTICIPANTS
(Control)

6 13' 11 9 10

7 15 13 10 11

Er 12

.,

13 10 10

4 , 11 9 5 4

10 11 11D-'_ 0 17

11 10 13 0 15

12 8 9 7 10

Total ( 80 , 78 , 41 -7,7

GRAND
TOTAL. 276

104,1

90
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(control) groups--indicating career education activities and

student maturation. Sixty-five pOrcent of involved students

will score above the mean for noninvolved students.

Measurement of this objective Was also drawn from the Career

Maturity Inventory, utilizing Factors 1, and the Attitude Scale., Factor 1

measures self-appraisal and Factor 3 mea ures goal selection. The Attitude

Scale deals with attitudes towards work, and responsibility. Results of

testing of treatment and control,group from public and private schools are

displayed in Table 4.

In only one segment ,( i th grade) of Factor 1 did treatment

group mean exceed that of the control group. In reviewing data on Factor 3,

only one instance of a higher mean among treatment students is noted. On the

attitude%scale, one mean score was greater and one was equal to that of the

control group.

Results in comparison to national means were spotty and no

def.initive pattern emerges. Small sample sizes (displayed in Chart

may account for this. However, ESI has not worked with the Career Maturity

Inventory before and would be hesitant to make assumptions concerning data

results.

. It is obvious that this objective has not been- achieved.

V Triable: Decision-making process of students.

Objective: 96 percent 0 9th graders participating in apprenticeship programs

will exhibit-positive feelings toward experiences and information

gained.

Measurement of this objective was drawn by using the Student

Apprenticeship checklist which was developed by project staff members. This
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Tai le 4

Anal-ysis of Data Results (Mbam)
On'Factors 1, 3 & Attitude Scale

Career Maturity Inventory

'6th Grade 7th Grade
T* C* T* C*

8th Grade
T* C*

Factor 1
Public

Private

National

9.6

9.4

8.34

8.8

11.7

xx

9.9

4.9

10.36

10.1

10..5

xx

10.7

9.6

r0.97

12.1

11.3

xx

Factor 3 A
Public 10.1 10.5 10.4 9.8 10-.8 11.5

Private 8.3 11.1 10.4 11.2 10.8 11.1

National 9.32 xx 10.51. xx 10.59 xx

C
Attitude Scale

Public 27,6 30.7 29.6 33.2
11

31.8 31.8

Private 30.7 33.4 29.9 34.0 33.1 35.6

National 28.12 xx 29.21 xx 32.84 xx

* See Table 3
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6th Grade
T* C*

AEI NI mai ma Nor ami
Y

Tgble 4

Anglysis of Data Results (Means)
On Factors 1, 3 & Att,itude Scale

Career Maturity Inventory

7th Grgde
T* C*

8th (Grade

T* i C*

9th Grade
T* C*

9.6' 8.8

.

9.9 10.1

,.

..

10.7

.

12.1

.

9.7 11.9

9.4 11.7 9.9 10.5 9.6 11.3 11.8 11.8

8.34 xx 10.36 xx . 10.97 xx 11.09. xx

.

.

10.1 10.5 10.4 9.8 10.8 11.5 10.5 12.0

8.3' L1.1 10.4 11.2 10.8 11.1 9.8 11.8

9.32 xx 10.51 xx, 10.59 xx 10.13 xx

.

27.6 30.7 29.6 33.2 31.8 31.8 34.3 35.6

/30.7 33.4, 29.9 34.0 33.1 35.6 35.4 31.3

28.12 xx 29.21 xx 32.84 xx 34.29 xx

G7
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checklist offered a five point scale response opportunity (1 = strongly dis-

agree, 5 = strongly agree) for students to answer eight statements concerning

their experiences in the apprenticeship program. Statements involved interest,
o

job skills; 'career plans, understanding ability.and decision making.

Data necessary for computing pverall percentage of, favorable

',responses were not made available to ESI. However, project staff did score
U

all response and compute the average, whic4 was 4.2. This indicates that the

overwhelming majority of students did feel positively toward their experiences

and information. This objective was achieved.

- Although two of three objectives were not met, ESI believes the .

middle school program will gain from mistakes of the 1g73 -74 school year. The

apprenticeship program for ninth graders is probably the host innovative,

well-conceived and well-administered part of the entire project and should

be continued and expanded.
a
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CHAPTER V

High School Students

AA.

..

'Programs for high school grade levels were designed to produce

new ideas that would result in projects involving students in actual experiences.

The projects ideally would become ongoing ones, and would result in "spinoW that

would develop into related but separate projects.
. ,

The discussion of the first year of"the career 4ducation project

at this level, then *ecomes primarily a discusdion of,.individual'projects

and - -'r results. The projects to be discussed are listed in-their order o

importande, success or intest; based on the judgment Orthe evaluation

interviewer.

Scdlpture project. -- Several projects involving various

aspect's of-hart were develoOd on the theory that-art courses, art appr ion,

\ ,

courses and art-related courses touch more high school students thanNdo other ..
t

.

types of courses:

The largest of-these. projects_involved the design, .construction

and mountingof a giant sculpture in the foyer of the Central-Gambria high

schopl. In the beginning, students were encouragedi' to submit designs for a

sculpture that would illustrate the 'theme -or role of the'Central Cambria

O

school.
r / I

Some students submitted drawings, :others submitted drawings

supported by paper and plastic miniature models. A professional artist,'who
t

is &sculptor and a university professor,, washired to oversee the project,

and,teachers,and
,
administrators were recruited to help in, the processing of

designs and in the selection of the most appropriate one.

z
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,

Once a design had been chosen, art students and drafxihg and design

studentsjrom the APAVTS were enlisted to make sketch's and meehanical'drawings

of the design and to perform all,othertasks.necessary in,planning the 'actual

creation of the metal sculpture.

-The-aid-of bu'iness and industry was enlisted. in do -tom of

materials necessary for the sculpture itid fn-transartation of those materials.

tud'ents themsefves, under .the supervision o teachers and

consu tant, theeCreate the actual sculpture and nted it in the foyer of
1

the schoobN

ition,to drafting .nd design and art students, other students

N\h
also participated.'in'the dedi at ion of t e statue, which w4s,witnes<117 all

ofthe students Or instance; modern dance students Created a special dance

for ded'i'cation, and speech students presided over the-ceremony.

Approximately 250 students'were actually involved in act roles

---
in the projeCt, which. continued for several. weeks, and-marri-more

\

strong sense of involvement through observation.

a

Militia Day.'--One of the more exciting ana potentially far-.

reaching projects was a Militia Day held at APAVTS in Aprf1;411974. Represen-

tatives of Army Reserve,and National Guard units -spent a day acquainting.
A

'area students with military equipment and,job descriptions as the first stgp

.10

in what will perhaps become an ongoing program.

In general terms, the purpose of'the program is to show students

how civiaian job, skills, as spelled out in the Dictionary of Occupational

Titles (DOT) of the U.S. Department of Labor, relate to military job skills;

as spelled out in Military Occupational Speciality (MOS) codes of the military.`
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There are several potential benefits of Such a project:

--Students still in school could begin to prepare for military

jobs, which could lessen the time and effort required of the

military to prepare servicemen to fill jobs{

-Students could return from active duty to military reserve

units,'thereby creating a supplemental income to their'civilian

I

salaries.

- -Military officials participating in the project could investi-

gate the opportunities of altering certain., military training

progrgins so that they prOduce workers with skills even more

adaptable to civilian job requirements.

The Militia Day project received careful review and evaluation

from representatives of the schools involved and from representatives of the

military reserve units and. associations. involved.

3. Poster Contest. --A career education poster contest was

initiated as a project both for students involved, in art courses and for

other interested students. This project, whichalso extended for several

weeks, not'only resulted. in such "spilloff" as high school -students inviting

elementary students into the contest, and teaching them such sophisticated

techniques of art as silk.streening, but also developed into *a summer project

involVing students of all levels'working in various projects financed by

federal money from sources .other than the career education project.

A. Union Project. --Four area unions were invited to participate

in some area of the career education project.

From the four invitations, one response was received% A local

plumbers and pipefitters union indicated a willingness to participate. After
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much consultation and planning, the result was a trip for six students (one

from each of the schools that sends students to APAVTS) to the Pittsburgh

area. The'students not only visited some industries, they spent an evening

in a labor union instruction class. Students hot only received exposure to

opportunities of a career in organized labor, but also received "field trip"

type benefits from the trip.

This project resulted in a very tangible "spinoff": the plumbers

and pipefitters union donted $1,000.00 to APAVTS for career resource

`materials related to organized labor.

5. Minicourse. --Several students paticipated in a minicourse

related Co environmedtal science. Working as small teams, the students used

laboratory facilities at APAVTS to conduct research and experiments in various

projects. Students wrote reports at the completion df the minicourse, and

supervisors completed checklists of skills developed by the students.

This project, as did several others, involved efforts and funds

from career education project people and from other area sources.

6. Other. --A few other students became involved in various

work study and cooperative education projects involving part-time work in

business and some exchange of sxudent workers between participating schools.

These projects involved students in buginess-clerical oriented studies, such

as data processing and keypunch! Some students also received special ttaining

to prepare them for summer jobs as cash register operators in grocery stores.

In assessing results of the fitst year of the career education
0

project at the high school level, ESI has these observations:

--Cooperation and ipEerest df the various elements of the
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community were high, and should increase as the project continues

and gathers more momentum.

--Students benefited from this approach because. they actually

became involved in real projects.

4

Variable: General career awareness experience and attitude..

Objective: 65 percent of those senior high school students involved in special

career-related learning experiences with score above' mean on

noninvolved students.

All factors of the Career Maturity Inventory,. including the attitude

scale, were selected fot measurement of this objective. Results of data analysis

in terms_ f mean scores are displayed in Table 5. It should be noted that no

,treatment groups were tested in private schools.

A 0
ei In 10th grade, treatment students did not score as well as control

students, although they did reach or exceed the national mean.

Treatment students in llth grade exceeded the mean of control

students on four of five factors, as well as the attitude scale. This gtoup

also exceeded national norms.

Treatment students in 12th grade exceeded the mean of control

. students on three factors. On the attitude scale and two factors, the

treatment group did not score to national or control mean.

Sample sizes were small and criteria for treatment and control

definition were not distinct.

Achieved.

However, ESI feels these results indicate this-Olojective was not
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A

Factor 1
Public

Private

.Table 5

.Analysis of Data Results (Means)
A 1 Factors for 10th -.12th Grades

Career Maturity Inventory

de.10
,C*

National 12.d

Factor 2
Public

National

14.5 16.4

xx 16.4

12.23 xx

Factor 3 -

Public

Private

Nation-al

Factor 4
Public 9.8 13.9

.-,

Private xx 14.2

National) 9.86 xx

Factor 5
Public 8.1 9.5

Private xx 10.9

National 7.54 xx

Grade 11 Grade 12
T* C* T* C*

13.9 12.7 '11.6 13:4

xx 15.3 13.5 16.3

13.63 xx 14.15 xx

17.7 15.1 17.3 17.0-

xx 17.1 . 1-8.2 19.1

1.3.79 xx 14.43.

1i3.3 12:4. 14.4 13.8

xx 15:.1 . 16.3 15.4

12.74 A xx 12.90 xx
r --

13.2 13.1 14.4 13.3
1

xx 16.1 16.9 17.4

11.08 xx- 11.89 'Ix

10.8 11.4

xx 13.5

8.96

10.9 12.7

14.8 13.9

9.50 xx

a

.t)
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Table 5 (Continued)

Gra
T*

Attitude Scale
Public 33.2

Private xx

National 35.31

e 10
C*

Grade 11
T* C*

Gra e 12
C*

35.7 37.1 36.7 38.1

35,2 xx 37.9 42.4

xx 36.02 xx 37 23 xx

* T = Treatment (Select fro those students who participated in varo s small
projects sponsored by 1.roject).

* C = Control (Select from t ose students with no participation in car eD education
activities).

11
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4.

able. Information 'and experience for self-understanding and decision

making in terms of careers.

Objective: Students in grades nine through 12 participating in special career

related - learning experiences will indicate greater diversity of

source of information than those.not participating.

Factors 4 and 5, relating to.planping and'problem sol ing, of

the Career Maturity Inventory were selectee.as one measurement device for

this objective. Referring to Tables 5 and 6, it is apparent that only in

isolate& instances did treatment students exceed the mean established by

control students.

Table 6

Analysis of Data Results (Means)
Factors 4 and S for 9th Grades

Career Maturity Inventory
'

9th Grade
T* C*

Factor 4
Public 10.1 9.9

,Private 10.8 10.3

National 8.46 xx

Factor S .

Public 7.5 9.2

,Private 10.0 10.3

National 7.16 xx

The second measurempnt technique selected was the Career Decision

Questionnaire designed by the project staff. This instrument displayed 34

statements concerning information sources and utilization to which students

,r.0-1,4"
'"
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responded. Results are displayed in Table 7. Although the evaluation design

calls for use of total scores, EST was provided data concerning means by

grade levels.

In reviewing the data, it should be noted that a perfect response.,--

pattern to the instrument would provide a score of 65. It is interesting to

note that higher mean scores are registered by treatment group ninth graders

than any other group. Ninth and 12th grade treatment groups scored slightly

higher means than control groups, but the other two treatment groups fell

below the control mean, Overall means display no difference in the groups.

Based on these measurements, ESI does not feel this objective was

achieved.

Grade

Table 7

Data Results (Means)
Career Decision Questionnaire

Treatment
'n n

Control

9th. 16 38.25 12 364)7

10th 11 36.27 23 37.91

11th 10 34.90 28......3_2 50

12th 14 36.29 19 33.74

Overall 51 36.63 82 36.62

fl



CHAPTER VI
....

. Faculties and Community

Due to--41-ficat rts -fli-e-syaltratten design, this chapter will

be presented with three subsecti to deal with eleme nary teachers, middle

an high school teachers And the community.

A. Elementary Teachers

Variable: . Level of teacher awareness of career education program.

Objectives: 85 percent of teachers informed about experiences and material's

for Career Education. 85 percent of teachers understand basic

Career Education goals. 85 percent of teachers able .to desc9ibe

student objectives. 85 percent of teachers able to give example

relating student objectives to aunit study for their classroom.

Measurement of the first two objectives was drawn from the ESI

Teacher Form which was administered pre and post in connection with a wqrkshop

held August, 1973, and administered again in May, 1974.

Results are displayed in Table 8. It.....W411 be natired,that no

separation by grade grouping is displayed. Data_on pre-post workshop resultS,

/*\

which were tabulated by ESI, are available. However, data gathered, tabulated

and manipulated by the project staff are not usable'for necessary comparisons

1 v grade groupings, as required by the evaluation design. The extent of
,/

tatistical analysis performed on this data'has made some of the needed
tco.

information difticult to perceive. Table 8 displays overall mean scores

Lorkshop participants (pre-post) and overall mean scores for 108 faculty

members, obtained dl an undetermined time.

'0.
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question

Table 8

,Mean Responses of Elementary Teac ers
Information Form

0
.04

Desired
Response

Pre-Work$hOp
Mean

Post-Works
Mean

A. Career education it., an essential
part of educatigarr and ever'y child
should receive such education. 1 1.35 1.16

B. Elementary sdhool pupils less likely
to pursue professional careers should
receive special career education,
while other stu8-e.nts should continue
in current educational processes.

.

5

.

2.82 ., 3.77

...

C. Any career education is best treated
in a unique subject area in elementary
education such as math or social'
studies in order that the important
concepts of career development and
"world of work" receive special
attention. 5

4

-

.

2.'62 3.12.

1

N

D. Current education does not include
sufficient emphasis on career
development and the relationship
between education and work. 1 1.50

.

1.32
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rdble 8

Mean Respbnses of Elementary Teachers
Information Form

Desired.
Res onse

Pre- Workshop\
Mean

Post-Workshop
Mean 4

Overall
Mean
108 Teachers

is an essential.

on and Avery child
such education. 1 1.35 .

.

1.16

.

1.84

el pupil.less likely
ssional careers should
career education,
gents should continue
.tional .roces-es. 5 2.82

*

3.77

1

-3.13,

.tion is best eated
lect area i lemntary
Is math o social
: that the important
-e - development and
recej.ve,spirEdial

.

, .

2.62

t

.

,4r;

(

.12 ,

...

2.98

n does not include
:sis on career, ,
the relationship
n and work. 1

1.-

1.50

.

1.32
c.

2..23 .
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Question

E. The basic function of elementary
__64urattun is to prepare students

;1- 77TJ71-1-&e-ori.ented junior and
senior high school education.

F. Most teachers currently have the
experience, informationtechniques
and resoutces to he?p students
understand the relationship between
aeademic experiences,and occupational
success.

Table 8 (continued)

7

Desired Pre-Workshop Post-Worksh

Res onse Mean Mean

C. Students currently are able to
CD tinderstand the relationships between

skills developed in elementary ,
gr.g,des and the later pursuit of

r careers. No curriculum changes are
needed.

H. While profpssional careers requiring
'college ed.ycation are desirable
for those students with sufficient
interest and ability, many students
will not pursue a professional
career and need information and skills
necessary for pursuing other careers.

121

5 3.54

.

5 14-.10

.94

5 4.45

1 1.58

4. i4

3 42

4.55

1.30
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n of elementary
epare students

ted junior and
1 education.

ently have the
ration tEchpiques
elp students
iationship between
ces and occupational

Table 8 (continued)

Desired
Response

are able to ---

atIonships between
n elementary
ter pursuit of
culum changes are

5

/

0

I

Pre-Workshop Post-Workshop
Mean Mean

3.54

. 4.10'

4.4

4

careers requiring 19

are desirable
with sufficient
ty, many students
professional
formation and skills
uing_ other careers.

121

4.34'

3.421k

4.55

1.30

122

Overall
Mean
4108 TeA6:APwer3)

2.92

2.06

1.42

4



ow Ns EP mei am Elv, No

Question

.1. Elementary education is basica4lly

a time for individual pupil skill
development and self-awareness.
Therefore, information about
occupations and related skills are
best taught in junior and senior
high school.

123

Table 8 (continued)

Desired
Res onse

5

Pre-Workshop
Mean

"43'. 21

Post-,Works

Mean

3.59

h.

124
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ion is basically
dual pupil Skill
elf7awareness:
atibn about
elated skills are
nior and senior.

'Table 8 tcyilLinued)

Overall

Desired Pre-Workshop .Post-Workshop Mean

Response Mean Mean (108 Teachers)

3.21 3.59 '2.58
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Although post workshop scores generally showed desired gains,

regression ocCurred,in every instance of the last testing effort. It is

.impossible with data furnished to reach conclusions concerning the first

two objectives.

The last two objectives for elementary teachers can be

measured. Results of administering two questions concerning career education

objectives are displayed in Table 9. Data show these objectives were not

achieved.

Variable: Level of acceptance of perceived, importance of Career Education

program.

Objectives: 35 percent of teachers giving an "important" or "very important"

rating to the basic Career. Education goals. Obtain measurements

of teachers' feelings about project progress and related acti-

vities.

. The first and second objective was to have been measured with

the ESI Information Form. No conclusions can be drawn, as previously

explained in this chapter. Also used as measurement of the second objective

was the Career Activity Checklist developed by the project staff. Results

of this show that teachers have been consulted concerning project activities

and that program revisions are occurring in line with these suggestions. This

measdredent device indicates that the second objective is being achieved.

Variable: Teacher perceptions about student improvements via Career Education.

Objective: 80 percent of teachers indicate that their students can significantly

increase: a. their motivation in school; b. their achievement

in school as a result of the Career Education program.

107
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estion 1

Table. 9

Summary ofitesults
ESI-248-01A -Career Education Information Form

Listing of Career Education Objectives

Workshop
N

Non-Workshop
% N N

Total

Public 7/13 53.8% 0/8 0.0% 7/21 33.3%

Private, 5/5 100.0% 4/4 100.0% ,9/9 , 100.0%

Total 12/18 66.7% 4/12 33.3% 16/30 53.3%

Workshop
uestion 2

Nov-Workshop
N 'N

Total

0
' .

Punic i §/13 46.2% 0/8 0.0% 6/21 28.4%

P

Private 5/5 100.0% 4/4 100.0% 9/9 10.0.0%

Total 11/18 61.1% 4/12 33.3% 15/30 50.0%

# teachers listing objectives satisfactorily '

N = total # respondents
vo.

& Two questions concerning student motivation and achievement

as related, to career education were added to the .ESI Information Form before

4

it was administered in May, 1974. .Although a great number of computer print-

outs related to this one form were forwarded to ESI, our data analysts have

not been able to extract data which reflect on this objective. a

Variable: Level of teacher satisfaction with their own work.

Objective: Teacher satisfaction With their own work will significantly increase

during the school'year.

Two items of the Purdue Teather Opinionnaire were selected for

pre and post test measurement. Pre-tests were administered in August, 1973,

108
126
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and post-tests were administered in May, 1974.

Results are displayed in Table 10. Item 2 shows a slight'regrepsion

in areas concerning "satisfaction with teaching." Item 6 shows gains in areas

concerning .Pcurri-culum issues."

The objective ails for significant increase. ESI does rfbt feel

significant increase ha:-: occurred or that this objective has been achieved.

Table 10

Analysis of Items 2 & 6
Purdue Teacher Opinionnaire

Item 2

. PRE POST DIFFERENCE
edian
ating

.

%tile
Median
Rating %tile

Median
Rating %tile

Overall
Elementary
Teachers 3.64 t, 35 -\ 3.61 27 -.03 -08

Overall
Elementary
Teachers

Item 6

PRE

Median
Ratinj %tile

2.89 29

POST tIFFERENCE
Median Median
Ratin %tile Ratin %tile

3.05 46. +.16 +17

B. Middle School and High School Teachers -

Vat iabic: Level of teacher awareness of the Career Education prpgram.

)hjectie-;: 85 p,rccut of tcichers informed about experiences and materials



for:Career Education. 35 percent of teachers' understanding basic

Career Education goal's.

For measurement, the ESI Information Form Was used. Results are

displayed in Table8.

As previously stated, no conclusions can be diawn.

Variable:

Objective:

Level of acceptance of perceived importance of Career Education

program.
o

35 percent of Leachers giying an "important" or "very important"

ratineto the basic Career Education goals. Obta measurements

of teachers' feelings about project progress and relate ti-

vities.

These objectives were to be measured by ESI Information Form.

Also to be used was the Career Activity Checklist. Teachers have responded

to this checklist, indicating their perceptions and concerns. This portion

of the objective has, been accomplished.

Variable: Level of teacher satisfaction with their own work.

Objective: Teacher satisfaction with their own work will significantly

increase during school year.

Two items of the Purdue Teacher Opinionnaire were used for pre

1

and post, measurements, with the same schedule as that detailed for elementary

teachers.

Results are displayed in Tabl 11. As with elementary teachers,

r-:-;ults are contradictory, and ESI does not believe this objective has been

achieved..

,r 110
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Table 11

Analysis of Items 2 & 6
Purdue Teacher Opinionnaire

PRE;

Item 2

POST DIFFERENCE
.

. Median
Rating %tile

Median
, Rating %tile

Median A

Rating %tile

Overall
Middle
School 3.62 62

,.

3.52 34 -.10 -28

Overall
High

School 3.49 27 3.33 11 -.16 -16

Item 6

PRE POST DIFFERENCE

.

Median
Rating_ %tile

Median
Rating %tile

Median
Rating %tile

.

Overall'
Middle
Sc.hool

.

-

,

2.75 38 2.89 49 +.14 +11

Overall
High

School

y

2.83 41 2.85 44 +.02 +03

r:

C. Parents and Community

Variable: Level of parental involvement in Career Education program.

Objective: At least 35 percent of parents of elementary studente will

participate in.the Career Education program by at least one

of the following: (a) classroom presentation about job;'

(b) assisting with field trip; (c) classroom visit; (d) other.



r

V

4

Teachers' project report forms showed that total parents

involved at the elementary level represented 27.8 percent. This objective

was not achieved.

Variable: Parental awareness of Career Education concepts.

Objective: More than 35 percent of randomly selected parents of school

age children display positive attitudes toward Career Education.

Variable: Business, community awareness of Career Education concepts.

Objective: More than 35 percent of businessmen will display positive

attitudes toward Career Educatiori.

These objectives are essentially the same and were measured

with the ESI Information Form. Results are displayed *in Table 12.

On seven of the nine questions, parents and businessmen

exhibited good attitudes towardconcepts of career education. These

objectives have been achieved.

112130
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question

Table 12

Mean Responses of Parents and Businessmen
Information Form

A. Career education is an essential part of
education and every child should receive such
education.

Desired Parental
Response Mean

1 38

B. Elementary school pupils less likely to pursue,
professional careers should receive special
career educati6n, while other students, should
continue in current'educationaLprocesses. 3.45

C. Any career education is best treated in a unique
LA) subject area in elementary education such as

math or social studies in order that the impor-
tant concepts of career development and "world
of work" receive special attention.

D. Current education does, not include sufficient
emphasis on career development and the relation-
ship between education and work.

5

1

E. The basic function of, elementary education is to
prepare students for college-oriented junior and
senior high school, education.

F. Most teachers currently have the experience,
information techniques and resources to help
students understand the relationship between
academic experiences and. occupational success.

131
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Table 12

Mean Responses of Parents and Businessmen.
Information Form

Desired
Response

Tarental
Mea

Businessmen's
bean

is an essential part of
ry child'should receive such

1, 1.38 1.76

pupils less likely to pursue
ers should ,receive special
while other students should
nt educational processes. 5 3.45 3.90

ion is best treated in a unique
lementary education such as
udies in order that the impor7
career development and "world
special attention. . .

©

3.70

.

p

3.94

does not include sufficient
r development and the relation-
ation and work. 1

!
1.94

.
..

1.40

n Of elementary education is to
for college-oriented junior and
1 education.

,

.

.

3.30
.

3.67

rently have the experience,
iques and resources to help
nd the relationship between'
ces and occupational success. 5 2.53 n

1

2.50

131 132



Question

mil Nil mil mil NU NU urn

Table 12 (continued)

Desired
Response

Parental
Mean

G. Students currently are able to understand the
relationships between skills developed in elemen-
tary grades and the later pursuit of careers. No
curriculum changes are needed. 5 1.87

H. While professional careers requiring college
education are desirable for those students with
sufficient interest and ability, many students
will not pursue a professional career and need
information and skills necessary fem pursuing other
careers.

1 1.17

L Elementary education is basically a time for
individual pupU skill development and self-aware-
ness. Therefore, information about occupations
and related skills are best taught in junior and
senior high school. 5 3.85

X33
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'Table 12 (continued)

Desired
Response

Parental
Mean

Businessmen's
Mean

.

are able to understand the
en skills developed in elemen- ,,,,

lateripursuit'nf careers. No
are needed.-- 5

.

.

,
871

-,
1.86

careers requiring college
able for those students with
and ability, many students
rofessional career and need
lls necessary for pursuing other .

. 1

,

.

1.17

.

1.19
$

7.n Is basically a time for
ill development and self-aware-
nformation about occupations
are best taught in junior and

. 5 .

_

3.85

-

4. LO

.03
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CHAPTER VII

Conclusions and Recommendations

Problems occurred during the first year of the Career Education

0 project at the Admiral Peary Area Vocational-Technical School. However,

many of these problems were .detected promptly and actions taken to strengthen

and reinforce the overall project. This viability is healt 'hy, and the

outcomes from the Mistakes that were made during the first year should
1

ensure better results for the second and third years.

The ability of the project staff- to identify mistakes, pinpoint

exact areas where problems were occurring, and react positively to these

situations is to be commended. Extremely positive signs were evidenced

during the last full month of the 103 - 74 school year, when new approaches

to implementation of the career education project.were being utilized in

elementary and middleschool program components. .These should be building

blocks for activities of the second and third years.
.

EST feels that the programs for elementary and middle school

students need to involve, 'the'dommunity more in exposure to the various

career fields. This will'expand students' expehences beyond those at

Admiral Peary Area Vocational-Technical School. This is not,to imply t11;:it

field trips to the vocational-technical school should be discontinued.

However,.other field trips into various industries and businesses in the

community are desirable.

As evidenced by, both observationti'and data, no field trips should

Occur without proper and well-planned clasaroom support activity.

Better distribution should be.made Of staff personnel, and active

pro;;;-,im participation by the project director should be increased.

115
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- An overall curriculum scope and sequence, grades K - 12, should

be established for all materials related to. the career' education concept.

This would make planning on the part of teachers much more orderly and would

ensure a continuous flow of information, without duplication to students.

If possible, the project staff should attempt to establish better methods

for obtaining informal feedback infci)rmationfrom teachers and students over
,

and above any necessary standardizecOtest or data gathering instruments.

Concerning testing; ESI recommends that everreffort be made

to keep testing requirements and paperwOrk at a minimum. Much more data

was obtained from the first year of the.project than was necessary, and

ESI suggestd that some thought be given to reducing the large amount of data

being collected in deference to the work loads of the classroom teachers

and the work load of, the Broject-staff.

Although the original proposal for funding called fbr expansion

to the remaining five school- districts in the second year, ESI suggests that

the project staff and the administratorsof Admiral Peary Area Vocational-

Technical School give careful consideration to this planned expansion. This

recommendation is made in light of certain inadequacies detkted during the

first year of the, project and the fact that funding for the second year has

been severely reduced. ESI feels that the only program which could be trans-

po'rted to all school districts is the ninth grade apprenticeship program.

However, even this program would require a time commitment by the project staff

in working with counselor-$ and appropriate personnel from the five participating

school districts. ESI feels that the second year of the project Should be

devoted toa refinement of resources and techniques identified 'and pilot-tested

116
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V.

in the last month of the 1973 - 74 school year for elementary and middle

school students.

The curriculum resource center for senior high school students

should be.Opened with the beginning of'the 1974 -!75/, school year. Hopefully,

this will give more cohesiveness to the senior high program components.

'In-service workshops, organized by appropriate grade groupings,

should be led by-projett coordinators and should contain "how to" information

on techniques, methods, media, materials and strategies. These in-service

workshops should be held as early in ehe,1974 - 75 school year as possible.

these are the major recommendations. offered by' ESI evaluators,

after taking into account factors affecting the first year of the, career .

educhtion project.

ESI evaluators have been aided in theirOork by Dr."BrYan FluCk,

AA

Director of-Admiral Peary Area Vocational-Technical School; Dr. Edward H.

Lareau, Directorpf the Research oordinating Unit; Donna Rupdart, Jack Jahoda,
*

Mary KantorIrene, Van Tassel, and Dick Lommock, Research Coordinators for

the Career Education Project. We'would like to express our appreciation to
,

them for their professional assistance and their personal friendship during

this year:

Due te6the reduced funding, for the second year-of the project,

which occurred because of reduced funding throughout-the'state,of Pennsylvania,',-

the amount of money to,be expended for evaluation for the second year almost

mandaEes the utilization of independent. third-party evaluators located near

the project site inPennsylvania. For this reason, ESI will not serve as

third-party evaluators for the second year of the career education_ project.
A

ESI regrets that-reduced funding has made this necessary. We would have

117



preferred to follow the project through\the second and third rears, building

on the observations and data base obtained during the first year; However,

we are certain thd*p oject.director will be able to identify competent third -

party evaluators who will carry forward with'the design and scope of evaluation
4.

begun during-the first year.

,"

e.

n4
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CHAPTER -VI

Conclusions, Implications and Recommendations

A. Process, Procedures, and Activities

1. Elementary Component

a. Conclusions

A "reality bound" program of Career Awareness.
has been developed that proviaTT7(7) t ementary
students and their teachers the opportunities
tq ob'erve many of the actual, materials and
equipment utilized in the world of work.

b. 'Discussion

These opportunities can occur either in the
form of field trips by the students to the
AVTS, the comprehensive high school, or into the
community in general, or in the form of visits
to'the classroom by resource persons from the
community, including students or instructors,
from the AVTS or comprehensive high school.
In support of these supplementary activities,.
to curriculum content, a complete set of
objectives, procedures, guidelines, and
instructibns for developing curriculum units
in Career Education has been developed and
disseminated to classroom teachers. Career
Resource Centers have been established, pri-
marily for teacher use, in support of Career
Awareness activities.

Lines of communication, mad procedures have
been identified and developed among the ele-
mentary, middle and high schools, the AVTS,
and the community ao that "field trip" type,
activities can be continued within the existing
school organizational structure without the
continuing assistance of project personnel.

Through a combination of teacher workshops,
in-service activities and project staff assis-*
tance, teachers wereoriented to the Career
Education concept and,severgi learning activity
curriculum packets were developed locally for
classroom use.
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c. Recommendations

. Curriculum development with a shift in
emphasis to Career Education should be-
systematically continued with small
manageable groups of teachers in the
form of workshops or re leased meetings,

. The appropriate resources should be pro-
vided and/or made available to enhance the
infusion of Career Education curriculum
units into classroom instruction. These
resources include CRC's and other learning
stations within the school, as well as
those available in or from-the community,
and.

. Whenever out of classroom activities are
utilized, they should befwarranted by
curriculum content, be ygll planned,
and include both preparatj.on and follow
up activities.

2. Middle School Component

a. Conclusion

A "reality .bound" program of Career Education
has been developed that proviaTg-E5 middle
school, students and their teachers the oppor-
tunities to:

. participate in an exploratory sense with
actual "hands on" experiences, and

. acquire sufficiekt information and
experience to choose a general dire6tion
for pursuing a career of their choice.

b. Discussion

These opportunities occur several forms,
as follows:

,

. Field trips-to the AVTS,the comprehensive
high school or into the community in
general,

. Visits to the classroom by resource per-
sons from the community, including students
from the AVTS or-comprehen§ive high school,

1,1
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. Use of the Career Resource Center (CRC),
hich was developed' to be more student
oriented the' the elementary CRC, and

. Participation in club activities.

In support of-these supplementary activities
to curriculum content, a complete set of
objectives, procedures, guidelines, and
instructions for developing curriculum units
in Career Education has been developed and
'disseminated to classroom teachers. Lines of
communication androcedures have been
identified anevelopeoi among the elementary,
middle school and high school, the AVTS and
the community in general, so that "field trip"
type activities can be continued within exist-
ing school organizational'structure without
the continuing assistance of project personnel.

Through a combination of teachers workshops,
in-service activities, and project staff
assistance, teachers were oriented to thd
Career Education concept and severarlearning
activity curriculum packets were developed
locally for classroom use.

p. Recommendations

. Curriculum development with a shift in
emphasis to Career Education should'be
systematically continued with small
manageable groups,of teachers the form
of workshops or released time meetings,-

. The appropriate resources should be pro-
svided and/or made available both;trth
teacher'and the individual student, to
enhance the infusion of Career Education
Curriculum Units into classrooms instruc-

- tion. These resources include'CRC's and
other learning stations within the school
as well as those available in or from
the community, and

. Whenever out of classroom activities are
utilized, they should be warranted by
curriculum content, be well planned, be
keyed to the individual student's interest,
aptitude, and abilities, and include both
preparation and follow up activities
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3. Secondary Level Component

a: Conclusions
x.

The Career Experience Program for 9th graders
has been successfully developed and implemented.
by project personnel certified in counseling,
and

Segments of several Career Preparation programs
have been explored and the goal or-Integrating
both home school and AVTS curricula in grades
9-12 to provide occupational preparation for
a variety of occupational areas commensurate
with the student's interest and ability,has
only been partially met.

. b Discussion

. Activities in glades, 10-12 occurred on an
4 . individual or small group' basis with students

and teachers volunteering to Participate in
Career Education activities.

Career Resource Centers were established too
late in the school year to have any appreciable
affect on Career Education activities.

Through a combination of teachers workshops,
in- service activities and project staff 'assis-
tance, a few sets of curriculum materials were

--2;;

developed for student use.
.. _

. Recommendations

. Curriculum development with a shift in
emphasis to Career Education should be
encouraged and systematically pursued
with small manageable groups of teachers
in the fdrm of workshops or released time
meetings,

. The appropilate resource should be pro-
vided and/or made available both to the
teacher and to the individual student,
to enhance the infusion of Career Educa-
tion Curriculum Units into classroom
instruction. These resources include CRC's
and other learning stations within the
school, as well as those available in or
from the community,
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. Whenever out of clas roam activities are
utilized, they shoul be warranted by
.curriculum content, "be well planned, be
keyed to the individual student's
interest, aptitude, and ability, and
include both preparation and follow up
activities, and

. The Career Experience Program as developed
with ninth grade students, should by
continued as an integral part of a-
student's program and be coordinated
by personnel in pupil services and
counseling.

4. 'Other, Support Activities

a. Conclusions

The majority of activities in the area of
Career Guidance and Coundeling have been
developed and implemented by project personnel,

No significant Career Preparation activities
have' been successfully concluded with the
ost secondary component, grades 13 and 14,

A placement counselor and two cooperative
ed cation instructors hired by the AVTS have
beer-oriented to the Career Education concept,

Pdrents haNT been successfully involved in
Career Education activities at-the elementary
grade level, gnd

The initial stages of test instrumenX devel-
opment for Career,Educatian objectives in
terns of student and teacher outcomes have
been successfully concluded and documented.

b: Discussion

The project staff have worked with the
philosophy that Career Guidance and Counseling
activities are an integral part of classroom
activities at all grade levels. The absence
of counselors in the elementary and middle
schools has made the infusion of this concept
more difficult than it should be.
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Because adult evening school at the AVTS was in
itS- first year of opdration during this project
year, it was considered inappropriate to work
with these students in Career Education activities.

Although cooperative education and placement
are usually two operational functions of an
AVTS, the Career Education project staff have
had input into these two areas by working
closely with the professional personnel
`involved.

Parental involvement decreased with the mora-
torium an field trips.

Test instrument development was carried as
far as it could, given the 46% cut in funding
for the second and third project years. The
data reported are empirical and descriptivc, and
in some cases statistical analyses are incomplete.
The problem of test development was further com-
pounded by the apparently different testing
populations encountered for both.teacher and
student outcomes.'

c. Recommendations

. School districts considering the t

hmplementation of Career Education
activities should employ the appropriate
guidance and counseling personnel,

. A systematic set of plans and procedures
shimld be developed for incorporating
Career Education in post secondary
education,

. Career Education staff and school district
personnel should continue to work in
close cooperation,

. Parents and other community persons and
organizations should become more involved
in Career Education, and

. Additional test instrument development
is necessary for Career Education
9bjectives.
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B. Student Outcomes

1. Elementary Component

a. Conclusions

As measuredby the ECAQ, there are significant
differences on pre test data among the groups
classified either "field trip/non field trip"
or "public/private", in general,

As measured by thp ECAQ, the students partici-
pating .in Career Education activities score
lower than students not participating, in
general,

As measured by the ECAQ, all students improved
their awareness and attitudes towards jobs,
in general,

As measured by the ECAQ, the students score
higher in the cognitive domain with increasing
grade level, in general, and

As me sured by the ECAQ, the students score
higher in the affective domain with decreasing
grade 1 vel, in general

b. Discussion

In the limited time of less than one School
year, students participating in the Career
Education project activities could have received
too much specialized information which might
have resulted in some confusion as they
responded Lo the'ECAQ. More occupational options
were made available to theSe students, thus
they could have become less sure of their
responses.

An overall increase in job awareness and students
attitudes concerning jobs was eNzident. Affec-
tive awareness as well as cognitive awareness
was also increased. Much ot-this increased
awareness might be attributed to specific
objective8 such as knowledge of skills needed by
a worker to, complete a specific task and the
student's reaction and/or feeling concerning
the task completed.

Inspection by cross referencing the objectives
in the original proposal, the evaluation design
and the.test items in the ECAQ seem to indicate
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less relationship.amdng these three items than
had been thought at the beginning of the school
year. As a result, it appears that specific -

objectives which were taught throughout the
school year were not measured and specific
objectives which were not taught, were measured
by the ECAQ.

c. Recommendations

. Elementary counselors are necessary to
work with faculty and administration in
developing the affective component of
Career Education for the classroom,

. Test instruments which have both content
validity and reliability should be devel-
oped to measure Career Education objectives,
and

. Because the.Career Education. concept is
dealing with a long range problem, any
Career Education program should maintain
continuity from year to year for a minimum
of 3 to 5 years in order for measurable,
effects to occur.

2. Middle School Component

a. Conclusions

As measured by the Career Maturity Inventory
(CMI), all student grbups at all grade levels,
score above the national average, with few
exceptions,

As measured by the CMI, students participating
in Career EdUcation,activities.score lower than
students not participating, in general,

As measured by the CMI, students in the part-
icipating groups have greater group variance
(standard deviation) than non participating
students, in general, and

As measured by the CMI, all stu nts groups
score higher on sub tests #2, #4, #5, and #6,
than on #1 and #3, in genera

b. Discussion

In the limited time of less than one school
year, students participating in the Career
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EducatiOn project activities could have received
too much specialized information which might.
have resulted in some confusion as 'they responded
to the CMI.

Inspection by cross referencing the objectives
in the original proposal, the evaluation design
and the test item in the CMI seems to indicate
less relationship among these three items than
had been thought at the beginning of school
year. As a result, it appears that specific
objectives which were. taught throughout the
school year were' not measured and specific
objectives which were not taught, were measured
by the CMI. Specifically, sub tests #2, #4, #5
and #6 relate more closely to product objectives
than do sub tests #1 and #3.

c. Recommendations

.
Middle school counselors are necessary to

.
work with faculty and administration in
developing the affective component of
Career Education for the,.classroom,

. Test instruments which' have both content
validity and reliability should be devel-
oped to measure Career. Education objectives,
and

. Because the Career Education concept.,is
dealing with a long range problem,, any
Career Education program should maintain
continuity from year to year for a minimum
of 3 to 5 years in order for measurable
effects to occur.

3. Secondary Level Component

a. Conclusions

As measured by the CMI and the CDQ, there are
no significant differences between students
participating or not participating in Career
Education activities:'

As measuredby the CMI and CDQ, as with the
elementary and middle school students, grbup
variance is greater for the groups participating
in Career Education activities, with the
greatest differences occurring at the ninth
grade.
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As determined by the percentages of 9th grade
students applying for participation, in the .

Career Experience Program actually participating
with the program, and applying for admission to
the AVTS, the Career Experience Program is a

---Iviable method for meeting many of the informa-.
tional and exper ntial needs of those students...

As determined by the rating scales completed by
the participating 9th graders, the AVTS
instructors, and the participating AVTS students,
the Career Experience Program is a highly rated
activity related to Career Education.

b. Discussion

The limited time of less than one school. year
and the isolated sma1,1 groups participating in
Career Education activities probably were not
sufficient for measurable differences to occur
between student groups.

Special concern for the groupof students (18%)
who completed application for the 9th grade
program but did.not participate seems to be
needed in the future, Both grades and interests
other than those at the AVTS were often cited
as reasons gor non participation for this
group of eighteen pericent,.11

Although ,tfile 9th grade program turned out to be
essentially a pre vo-tech project for 46% of
the participants, it served additional infor-
mational and experiential needs of 54% of the
other students.

The'Career Experience Program might be extended
to include othergrade levels, depending on the
needs of the individual student. Career A

Experience opportunities were available and
implemented only at the AVTS during the first
project year.

As students from the other sending schools
participate during the second year of the
project, community and high school involvement
will be necessary with the Career Experience
Program to alleviate any undue burden on the
AVTS.
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0 c. Recommendations

4,

A more systematic approach to student
'participation in Career Education activities
should be planned for the second year of
the project,

. The Career Experience Program for 9th
grade should be expanded to serve all
school districts supporting the AVTS,

. The Career Experience Program for 9th
-graders should become operational And
proje'ct staff participation should be
minimized, and

. A community component of the Career Experi-
ence Program should be instltuted.

C. Teacher Outcomes

1. Elementary Component

a. Conclusions

A's measured by the PTO, Factor 2, usatiAac-
tion with Teaching", the elementary teachers
decrease slightly overall from pre to post
test.

As measured by the PTO, Factor 6, "Curriculum
Issues," the elementary teachers increase-
significantly overall from pre to post test.

b. Dismission

It would appear that the lower post test .

scores on Factor 2, including interaction
effects, could be attributed, in part, to
the salary negotiations and end of the year
"let doWn". The increase in post test scores
on Factor 6 might'be,attributed to the Career
Education CurricuLum concepts. Neither 'factor.
is as closely related to project-objectives
as was originally thought. :

c. Recommendations

. A test instrument with higher content
validity for project objectives should-.
be used for measuring teacher outcomes.

,
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. More qme should be provided, for class-
room teachers to develop their own
classroom curriculum materials.

.

2. Middle School Component

a. Conclusions

As measured by the PTO, Factor 2, "Satisfac-.
tion with Teaching," the middle school
teachers decrease significantLy overall from ,

pre to post test.

As measured'by the PTO, Factor 6, "Curriculum
ISsues;" the-middle schoolteachers increase
significantly overall from pre to post test.

4

b. Discussion

It would appear that the lower pdst test
scores on Factor 2, iftcluding interaction
effects, could be attribdtedyin part, to'
the salary negotiations and end of the year

down". The increase in post test scores'17_
on Factor 6 might be attributed to the Career
Education Curriculum concepts. Neither,
factor is as closely, related to project4.
objectives as was originally thought.

Recommendations

.A test instrument with higher content
validity for p oject objectives should
.be used for me suring teacher outcomes.

. MOre time should be provided for'class-
room teachers to.dqvelop'their on
classroom curricula materials.

3. Secondary Copponent
4

a. Conclusions

As measured by the PTO, Factor 2,-"Satisfac--
tion with Teaching," the secondary school
-teachers decrease dramatically overall from
pre to post test.'

As measured by the PTO, Factor 6, "Curriculum
Issues", the secondary school teachers have
a slight increase overall from pre to post
test.



b. Discussions.

It would appear that the lower post test
scores on Factor 2, including interaction
effects, could'be attributed, in part, to
the salary negotiations and end of the year

p."let down". The increase in post test scores
on Factor 6 might be attributed to the Career
Education Curriculum concepts. Neither
factor is 'as closely related to project
Objectives as was%originally though.

r

Also, participation in Career Education
activities at the secondary level was much
less than in the, elementary and middle school
cbmponents. r.

c. Recommendations

. A test instrument with higher content
validity for project objectives should
be-uSed for measuring teacher outcomes,

. More time should be provided foi..class-
room teachers to develop their own
classroom curriculum materials, and

. Project-staff should spend'more time
with secondary teachers in developing
Career Education curriculum approaches
during the second year,of.,the project.

-r
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